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'In the g pages, the authors of this report have attempted to
./

describe the devel pment,'conduct, and,results of the second year of a

three-year case stuy of the,technical,assistance process. The focus of

the study wa$ technical assistance as it is developed and exercised by that t

Technical Assistance D9velopment System (TADS) and provided to the staffs

of two demonstration programs for preschool handicapped children and their

.families.

The purpose of the case study effort is to understand better the

complex naturs of technical assistance and to Oentify.additional factors

.hat influence its success. In addition, the study is being used to

explore further the feasibility of the case study approach as a method
1,

r-gathering such information.

The case study reSuits for.ths secondiyear of the effort are provided

in the.remainder of this report. SpeCifically, the report Contains,: '

1. a description of the context in.which the study took place
and the sites and persons who were involved (Section II)

2. a brief description of-,the development of the conceptual
framework for the study and a delineation of modifications
for this year (Section III)

3. the twb cve reports (Section IV)

4. a discussion of the findings or "learnings" from the cases
and from the.conduct of the study; accompanied by suggestions
for future efforts (Section V)

9
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SECTION II
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CONTEXT OF THE STUDY AND PERSONS INVOLVED
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A
The context in which.the study was conducted includes the technical

4

assistance system (TADS) and its procedures, and the two selected case

study sites (Prqjects "Early Start" and "Co-Qp"). The perso s involved

Lbinclude the providerI of TADS services,. whether TADS staff m ers.or 4.

external consultants; personnel at the two case study sites; the caSe

-study observers; and the members of the TADS
.

staff.

The Technical Assistance System

The Technical Assiatance Development System (TAtiS) was established`

in 1971 to assist in the development of the 4andicapped Children's Early

Education Program (HCEEP1. 'Approwed by Congress in'1968 and adminis-
v.

tered by the U.S. Department, of Educations Office of Special Education

(now Special Education Programs), HCEEP provides grants to public'and

private nonprófit arencies for the development and implementation Of

Model programs to demonstrate high-quality services for young handi-
1

capped children and their families. TADS provides comprehensiveand

systematic support to HCEEP grantees through the delivery of informa-

tional and consultative services, called technical assistance.

Stedman (1976) described the technical assistance system as a

communication network.
1

Members initiate and maintain comMunPcation around specific
problems'and about strategie8 to sollieathe problems. , . . The
structure and function of the system are partly determined b the

, content or information the system is appointed to deliver, partly
by the characteristics of the "custoMers," or client organize-
tions, and partly by the character and style of the technical
assfstance organization's membership. . . The basid cdmponents
of a TA system are . . .,program planning and evaluation, infor-
mation and media, organizational development, critical content
areas, and resource development. (p. 3)

Lillie and Blagk (1976) extended this view. They described the



TADS system of technical assistance delivery as having five interlocking

phases:

A

1. developing a program plan for,.each projeft

2. assessing needs of each project in relationship to its pian

3. developing a vitten agreement for technical assistance
according to the project needs

4. delivering technical assistance..through
.

a. TADS-sponaored activities at the project site.,
or in conference or workshop settings' '

b. services to the project from the.TADSOffice, or

d. printed materials prepared bY TADS

5. levaluating the effectiveness of the teihnical assistance

TADS now assists frojects in managing their programs andlaccompiish-
-,

- iligitheir goals more effectiVely through' a broad range of systematic.. . . .

"
, . .

support and consultative services. Access to expertise not available
.'...

. 0
. locally, and to materials ditsigned specifi1cally for projects, is available

through TADS TADS also proVides opportunitir to idCrease collaboration
. - .

-
t

andeformation-Sharinq among projects and services are provlied at no
.. °.

idon in eltechnical assistance is
.

extra cost to projects. Project participa

encouraged but voluntary.

The Clients of the Technical Assistance System s

`the Clients of TADS for this case study are threevyear demOnstration

projects for preschool handicapped children and their familieg. The

projects 'are.a component of HCEEP and are funded and-admimistereA by

,the.U.S. Specia

and disseMina

ducation Programs.
1

Their.purpose is to dem6nstretb

e model services for preschool handicapped Children

-1Theo terms "Office of Special
Programs" are used interchangeably
agency name was changed during 'the

E:IgIcation" and "SpeciakEducation.
in the three. case study repOits. The
development of the reports.

12 ,
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and their families. Because the projects operate'under legislation and

regulations governing HCEEP, they are similar in their overall purpope

and the major areas to which their staffs devote their energies; e.g.,

developing md4el services.for children and their families, increasing

staff skills, demonslreting the model.to others, and disseminating

information about their program. The projects differ in areep such as

year of funding; setting for services; theoretical,And phil6Pophical

bases for tervices, and type and age of child.served.

L.

Selection of the Case Study.Sitet,

. It was recognized early in the' planning that.Comprehensive

- observations and interviews with the selected projects would be essential

in order to obtain adequate descriptions of the technical assistance

process. Resources were available to include two sites inthe study. A

portrait was desired that wold include the stageq of the introduction

of technical assistance to a project through the termination of tech-

enical assistance at the end of the project's HCEEP funding._ Projects

in their first year of operation were, therefore, selected at the

outset. .In addition', projects were selected to permit observation of

at least some variation in the delivery of technical assistanCe. The

criteria for selection, therefore, included such lectors as noticeable

-

diffebOncea in staff, target population, and administrative location and .

structure. Other criteria were the agreement of the pfoject's adminis-

trator to serve as a case study site and location of the project where

travel expenses could be kept.to a minimuT.

Because the purpose of the study was to describe the technical

011.
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atl:.i!ltance process, and not the overtll development of theclient pror

jects, the location and personnel of-the projects were kept confidential.

This stance was taken to protect the clientS and to encourage their par-
%

ticipation and information-sharing.. It was also taken to limit biases

in the interpretation of'results which might-occur if actual locations

and participants were known. Precise descriptions of sites, created to

.disguise,their location but not their purpose and structure, are given

in Section IV. The sites are known to us as "Project Early Start" and
.

"Project Co-Op."

Persons Involved in the Technical Assistance

The focus of TADS technical assistance, and therefore of the case

study observations,is on program development and the p'ersons who make

it happen. Personnel involved in program development at project.sites

include the project director, the project coordinator, meMbers of the

program staff, and others at the .site who participate in, influence, or

administer the project. Personnel involved in program development from

the technical assistance agency include the entire TADS staff, to some

2
degree, and more specifically the technical assistance coorAinator who

is assigned to the project, and the persons on the TADS staff or con-

tracted bY TADS to provide the technical assistance (the technical

assistance providers).
Si

For the purpose of this case study, the actual names and the

personal and professional characteristics of all persons who partici-

pated in'technical assistance at the selected case study sites remain

confidential. A list of the participants in the technical assistance,

14
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usfng fictitious names, is provided at the beginning of each case

description (see Section IV).

Selection of .the Case StudyObservers

Reviews of the literature and existing case studies demonstrated

the critical importance of the observers to the qualilty of observations
4

and subsequent development of the case. Such studies suggested that

observers are needed who are knowledgeable of organizations and the

roles of the people in them, and are sensitive to.personal Nteractions.

and changes. In addition, observers must be keenly perceptive and able

to translate their perceptions into comprehensive, clear, and

meaningful descriptions.

. For theSe reasons, TADS contracted with Shirley K. Behr and John Or

R. B. Hawes, Jr. to assist in developing the case study and to conduct

the observations. Both case study observers had extensive experience

as consultants to developing programs and had directed programs in

which they had demonstrated personal and political skills. Their

accomplishments suggested a level of competence that would strongly

enhance the'case study-

The TADS Staff

Developing, directing, and producing the case study were the re-

sponsibility of the'evaluation staff at TADS, under the direction of

Tanya Suarez, Associate Director of TADS for Evaluation. Pat Vandiviere,

the Program Evaluation Specialist, had responsibility for coordinating

all aspects of the Case study. Much of the planning for the study was

Pr
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conducted by the observers and what was called the "TADS Case Study

Staff." This group consisted of Tanya Suarez, Pat Vandiviere, Pat .

Trohanis (Director of TADS), Tal Black (Assoeiate Director of TADS for

Demonstration Projects), and the two t9chnical assistance coordinators

(known this year as Bob Mitchell and Carol Turner) who were responsible
0

for the technical assistance to the case study,projects.. Other meetings

and discussions regarding the.case study were held with the entirt TADS'

-Professional staff.

16
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR THE STUDY



This secona ye. of the study was conducted under the "umbrelja"

7
framework developed by th observers and the TADS staff during the ini-

4iar planning for the.firs (Behr, Hawes, Vandiviere, and Suare1,4'

15

19111) : Four basic questio

gation:

A 1. What client characteristics affect t chnical assistance?

s *ere d eloped at that *time for investi-

(e.g., environmental,or system characte stics, problems or
needs of clients:roles, responsibilities d characteristics
of the direct recipients of technical assist ce)

2. What technical assistance provider charaoteristi affect
technical assistance?

(e.gt, skills,.competencies,-roles taken during technidal
assistance, va1ues/person41ity characteristics)

''3. What characteristics of ther-technical assistance'event(s)
themselveVinfluence the technical assistance?

(e.g., type, consistency,%amount and degree of client
involvement, degree of personal contact, phase of-
intervention)

4: What are the ottcomes, effects, and/Cr impacts of
technical assistance?

The Year One report focused primarily on the first two cluestions.
3

wealth of information AbOut the clients and providers was available
it

after mUltiple Observations of events and many interviews with th4(TADS

staff.

After consultation with the TADS case study staff And confirmation

with the entire staff, the observers agreed to focus the study during

the second year on the second and third questions, i.e., the technical

assistance providers and the-technical assistance events themselves,

with a special einphasis on the procedures and activities of technical

assistance Coordination. To assist in this effort, the technical
.

assistanCe coordinatorS maintained logs of their actiities,

z
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conversations, decisions, and plans. These logs Were providect-to the

caseJetudX observers each month, and follow-up telephone interviews

helped to-clarify information and keep the observers up to date.

While this shifti.n-emphasis to enhance the study of technical

assistance cbordinatioh changgrthe ovea1l pla9 a bit for this year,

the basic philosophy as developed by the observers,still held:

The purpose of the study is to meet certain-information needs
required,by TADg. The goal is to describe technical assistance.a6
a total process by illustrating the dynamics that occur during

Specific technical assi4tance events. The unit of study, then, is
neither the provider of technical assistance (TADS) nor the client
of technical assistanop (HCEEP projects), but, rather, the
technical assistance:p rocess occurring as the result of the
interaction between the prol)ider organization and the client

organization.

A

. It should be noted that te study questionsand philosophical ap-
_ . .

f

7. .

proach taken were pesigned specifically for the TADS Technical Assis-,

. .
.

tance Case Study project. To be appropriatê-lor case studies of-other

technical assistance delivery systems, some modification may be required.

Further, it should be remembered thai during 198081 the study con- °

.ducted within this framework was limited to technical assistance as it

was delivered to two second-year projept sites. It may not be reason-

able, therefore, to assume that the results apply to technical assis-

tance as it is delivered to HCEEP Projects over their three-year

demonstration period.

With these cautions in mind, the readeeis inliited to review

technical assistance as it was provided to Projects "Early Start" and

"Co-Op" during their second year of funding.

19
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a
dASE #1: PROJECT EARLY START

Participants

(in order of their appearance in the case dpscription)

. . . Case Study Observer

19

CZT7

Caiol Turner TADS Technical Ass4stance Coordinatora ,

Hacry Newman Project Coordinator

/.'Perry_Hargett TADS Technical Assistance Coordindtor

-Heien Nurse

Bill Roland School Superintendent/Project Director

elaine, Social Worker

,Eric
. . . . Speech Pathologist

Phyllis 'Occupati6nal Therapit

Randy . Head Teacher

'Jill
Assistant Teacher

Winnifred Teaching Assistant

Jackie Teaching Aide

Belinda Teaching_Aide

Travis Morgan TAD§ Staff Member

Mary Smith TADS Evaluation Specialist

Hur sel Conway TADS Evaluation Specialist

Dave Kramer Technical Assistance Consultant
I.

Florence Green Technical Assistance Consultant
,

Norm Linden Tjachnical Assfstance Consultant
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Prologue: A New Beginning

The trees were stripped of leaves and the overcast sky signaled the

approach of snow. Observing the scene through hiS office window, Jim,
sr

waited until the Canadian geese flying overhead were completely out of

sight,before shiftimg his attention to his desk calendar,. opened to the

second week of the new year. The second-years,needs assessment 'for
A

sPteject Early. Start was scheduledfor.later in the week, and Jim planned

to spend the next few, hours Pre/baring for his observation of the event.0

Six months had elapsed since completion of the first year's case,

study of Project Early Start. The project Was now ha4fway,through its

, 9 4

.second year of operation, and the needs assessment would be the first

major technical'assistance event te occur tHis-year. Hoping to put the

activities of the past six months in clear perspective, JiM had talked

last week with Carol Turner, TADS technical assistance coordinator for

the project, and Harry New:hen, Project Early Start's'new coordinator.

New Jim read the notes he'd made during his conversation with Carol when
k

she'd called to give him the date of the needs asSessment and to inform

him of changes that had occurred at t'he project site.

This year, said Caiol, the project elected to use a "self needs

assessment," an alternative method for conduCtinTneeds assessments that

was of special professional interest to Carel. It allowed projectp to

-coneuct their own needs assessment without assistance from a consultant.

A Needs Assessment Procedures Manual had been designed by TADS to assist

secona- and third-year,projects in preparing fok and conducting the

self-assessment when theY chose this option. Carol recognized the

potential value of observing and documenting this process as part of the

4
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case study, and.she was glad that Jim'would be able to serve as observer

fory(roject Early Start's selfrassessment this year.
6

Carol outlined for Jim-her contacts with Project Early Start during

the past six months. Late in_SepteMber she called Bud Fisher (Jho was

at that time the project coordinator) to aisAss assistance
,,

plans fOr the coming year, and to retommend that since the project vas
.,

.,in its secon ar, he consider a self-administered needs assessment. .
'7.-

rather than an on-site assessment. Bud responded that he.Would sobn be4

leaving the project to take a job in,another state. He.agreed that

self-assessment was a good.idea, but said the final decision would de-

pend on whether the new cooglinator was a current staff member with

prior needs assessment experience, or new to the project. WheNparol

called Bud three weeks later she learned that Harry Newman, the pro-

ject's part-time speech pathologist; was to be the new coordinator;

Harty would decide about the needs assessment within the next several

days. C rol immediatqly mailed the needs assessment materials to Harry 4.

to assist him in making his decision. Her accompanying letter empha-
.

sized,the high priority she would place on,his phone calls about the

needs assessment and assured Harry she would make arrangements to

his calls at any time. She wrote that she was looking forwar4 to com-

pleting this first step toward,beginning technical assistance services
0,

and to meeting

/

arry at the project directors' conference scheduleOrfor

December. When she followed her letter with a phone call two weeks

later, . Carol discovered that school personnel,an mOst of the project

staff were out on strike. This was causing many delays ft:r the project,

but Harry said he hoped to have the new staff assignments completed

23
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within the next,severAl weeks; he would then be in a better position to.
-

establish e date for the needs assessment. CArol desbribed the poten-

tial benetlits of both types 4 of needs assessments and,Again suggested

consideration of self-assessment.

* When Carol called Harry in three weeks to request the assessment

date, she learned that Harry was still in the process of hirimg staff

and had not yet established a date. Six weeks later, Harry called

Carel to say that all staft were hired and the self-administered needs

assessMent was,scheduled for the ehd of t.he following week. Carol was

glad to have the date confirmed., but told Harry she would be Unavailable

persOnally to help by telephone because she was scheduled to Conduct

another project's on-site needs.assessment at that time. .Stle Arranged

for Perry Hargett, Another TAPS technical assistance-coordinator; to be

available by phone and encouraged Harry to call Perry with any questions

arising during the self-administered needs assessment.

As the case study observer concluded his review of the notes he had

taken during his phone conversation with Carol, Jim reflected that,Carol

had provided him with manY details of her contacts with the project dUr-

ifig the past six months. Now he turned his attention to the notes he

had made of his conversation-with Harry Newman, who had given Jim the

44. sequende of events at.the project.
EA,

Matt Ellis (the project director). and Walter Fox (director of

special education for the sChool,system) had both resigned during the

summer. The strike had begun at the end of September. Bud Fisher (the

project coordinator), Harry Newman (spekh pathologist at that'time),

annIgf:; (the project nurse) had remwed on their jobS during the

24
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strikeewhich did not end until early December. It had been necessary

to close the project for several weeks because there were no teachers.

Harry Newman had assumed the role of Project coordinator in mid,

October: When the projeCt re-opened, Harry spent moSt of his time in

the classrooms, working with theechildren.y His efforts to recruit new

staff were impeded by,legal issues pertaining to the strike. Hairy's

time and attention during these months were devoted7to-conducting the

program, hiring and orienting new staff, dealing with parents' concerns,

attending.to administrative details, and completing the project's

continuation proposal. He had been unable to attend the HCEEP project

directors' conferende in December and thuSfhad not met with Carol as

they had originally planned.

Harry had also described for Jim some,recent administrallye changes.

Bill Roland'(school suPprintendent) was now the project director, and

Harry reported directly to Bill rather than to the d*toector of special1/4

education.4,Harry was responsible for. everyday direction and'coordination

of the ,project; Bill did not wish to be involved unless there was a sig-

nificant 'problem requiring his personal attention. Harry was comfortable .

with this change and believed it facilitated more efficient project manage-
.

ment. All project staff except Helen (project nurse) were new to the

projeCt, and two additional teaching positions had been funded.

Describing the results of last year's technical assistance and

Current project plans, Harry said the project's( design and implementa-

tion remained the same. He was following the staff development plan

designed last year with the helpof technical assistance, but believed

it would need revision. The parent/child interaction instrument,

'a
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designed by Matt and Bud with the help of a consultant, had.never been°

shared-wit,h the rest of the staff. Harry and Helen had eviewed it.when

they discvered it jn the files, and both agreed it was.not releyant for

, I
the project this year. Bud Fisher had passed alOng4nformatiOn from the

TADS small group meeting on dissemination and.continuation, and Harry

was interested in this area of-the project. Concerning this yea4e'S

-technical assistance; Bud had"planned to conduct a self- seSsment and

Harry concurred for several reasons. Under the cirnmstanc , he was

uncertain when the assessment could b scheduled, and he was reluctAn

to set a specific time for meeting with aeoutside consultant. While

his participati* Inast year's techniCal assistance had been limited,

A -

Harry felt comfortable with the needs assessment process &nd he-knew

TADS was available by phone if heranAnto problems. 'Reading' the case
p7.

,study of the project's first year oftechnical assistance had helped to

make the assessment,process seem 1 intimidating than it might have

been otherwise. The case study had helped Harry put things in per-

ii

spective, but it had also indicatedithe need to define the project's

4

technical assistance needs cldarly.

f-

.Harry told Jim he web concerned about the time lost because of the

strike, especially for the-children and their parents. He wanted to

maintain a balance betwe n what needed to be dOne and what could actual-
.

ly be accomplished. Jim iac then asked Harry how he approached his job

4

as project coordinator. Harty,Said he tried not to be oyerly authori-
.

tarian; he attempted to include staff in the decision-making pAcess,

and was aware that last year theo,staff had often felt excluded, especi-

ally from TADS' technical asSittance. The new staff were well qualified,

r-



and Harry planned to make good use of their multidisciplinary talents.

The ability to get along with administrative staff at the school was

dlso an important consideration for Harry.
gb.

25

The review had been helpful, and Jim-now felt prepared for his role

as case study observer. He looked forward to the new year, a fresh look

at the case study, and a new beginning at Project Early Start.
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The Needs Assessment

Day One

The threatened snow had become a reality, and anticipating traffic

delays, Jim left,the hotel earlier than usual. ,He didn't want Harry to

delay the needs' assessment on account of the case study observer. The

meeting was to be held in the school-library, and staff were just being

seated when Jim arrived. Following a few brief introductions from,Harry

0

.and some comments about the-case study, Jim settled back to observe. A

detailed aconda had been prepared to outline the staff's work for the

next two days. ,Jim took a few minutes to review the schedule and iden-

tify the eight new staff member:gathered around the library table.

Stbstitute teachers had been hired for the day to insure participation

of the entire project staff. Jim recalled that Harry Newman, project

coordinator,4had been the project's part-time speech pathologist last

year; Helen was still serving in her original capacity as project nurse.

Now he,noted the new staff: Elaine was the project's social worker,'

Eric was'speech,pathdlogist, Phyllis was occupational therapist, and

Randy was head teacher. The, four other sta'ff--Jill, Winnifred, Jackie,

,

and Selinda--were teaching assistants and aides. Although the staff had

been working together for only a short time, Jim obServed that their

interactions seemed comfortable and friendly.
el

Harry began with an explanatibn of the Handicapped Children's Early

Education Prtigram (HCEEP) and the Technical Assistance Development

System (TADS). His tone was positive and confident as he explained

TADS purpose was to. help theproject accomplish its goals and be respon-
, .

'siye to its needs rather than evaluative. Some of the px:ojeCt's success

28
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depended on how well the original grant had been written, and the needs

assessment would provid a program planning review to assess their cur-

rent status. Harry outlined the'steps necessary to complete their draft

of the technicaleassistance
agreement, and then distributed the work-

sheets that would guide their task (HCEEP Deinonstration ProjeOt Profile;

see Appendix A). In reviewing- the profile, Harry explained to the group

that it had five sections:. Services for Children, Services forParents,

Staff Development,
Demonstration/Dissemination/Continuation, and

Administration/Management. Each section was stbdivided into three areas

of "conceptualization," "implementation," dnd "evaluation." They would

rate the items in each section to describe their project's status in

conceptualizing or implementing the program. Then they would rate their

status in evaluation for that sectiän.

The first set of worksheets focused on the conceptualization of

Services for Children. Harry read each item aloud, and paused to allow

staff to comment about how they thought the item should be rated. The

rating scale was: "3 (task completed/in operation)"; "2 (task par-

tially completed)"; and "I (must be considered and Planned)." A "not

'relevant" rating also could be used if the item did not pertain to.the

project. Harry asked questions as they went along, making sure qtaff

understoOd how various actiN./ities and procedures were conducted. The

staff seemed eager to answer his questions, and for the most part, were

knowledgeable. Harry described the.project's screening procedures in

etail because the staff had not-yet bn involved in that activity.

P llis, the occupational therapist, and Eric, the speech pathologist,

asked Harry to elaborate on various tests administered to the children.

S.
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Since some children would be too old for the project at the.end of.'the

year, Harry and Elaine (the social worker) led a discussion About the

most appropriate referral procedures figr these children. All of the

tasks in this first iection.received a rating of "3," the highest

possible rdting, for conceptualization.

During their review of V\le implementation of Services for Children,

Harry made ongoing distinctions between implementation and conceptualiza-

tion. He explained the intent of the seed money that was supporting the

project and the need to explore sources of continuation funding. Ratings

for implementation and evaluation of Services for Children were divided

between "2" and "3."

During the short break that followed, Jim had a chance to'speak with

Helen, the school nurse. She,said she had a much better understanding

of the project this year, and told Jim they had fig4ed out a lot of

things by themselves. La t year, the staff had been too self-oriented

and always wanted someone to answer tbeir concrete gliestions. Helen

thought the needs assessment was a good vehicle for keeping the staff on

their toes, and it provided them with some needed "pats on the back."

After the break, Harry turned to the worksheets on Services for

Parents. Helen described in detail her role ap nurse in working with

parents, .ind she had the most input for assigning ratings in this area.

Most of the tasks were rated "3" for conceptualization and implementa-

tion. Harry then described the parent/child interaction instrument

designed the year before and asked'if the staff thought there was a need

for it. When Randy, the head teacher, said she thought the instrument

could be useful, Helen voiced her cbjections. She said that particular.

30
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instrument would not provide them with the information they wanted, and

she describeda different instrument she had recently learned to use.

Randy agreed that the new form seemed to meet their needs.

Following a pleasant lunch hour, the staff focused on the Staff

Development worksheets. Harry encouraged them to participate in making

the ratings. Most items in this section received a rating of "3."

Before introducing the Demonstration/Dissemination/Continuation

worksheets, Harry explained the meaning of the terms model and demon-
.

stration, recalling 'the staff's confusion with those terms the previous

year. Harry thought there was a need for technidal assistance with

Continuation, particularly foli himself and Bill Roland (school super-

intendent and project director). Harry said that although Bill didn't,

seem concerned, Harry felt they had limited time for securing continu-

ation funds. Bill was counting on federal funds to support several

school programs, 'and Harry envisioned a watered-down project. Harry

also believed it was important for the projectirto become more Cost.

effective. He thought on-site technicalassistance in developing their

continuation plan would be useful, and Helen agreed. She said it was

important for Bill to define his -role in this area so the entire'burden

would not fall on Harry.

Technical assistance needs,also were identified in the area of

Dissemination. Harry explained the meaning of replication and reviewed

all items in this section, which were assigned a rating of "1" or "2."

Based on some of last year's on-site technical assistance experiences,

Helen didn't think on-site consultation would be beneficial, but agreed

h\

it mig t help to have someone give them feedbadk on-the products they

a

4.1
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were developing for dissemination. Harry discussed the importance of
.. .

ssigning Priorities and delineating their technical assistance needs,

keeping TADS' available resources in mind.

All sections of the needs assessment worksh ets except the

Administrative/M agement.section had been completed by 3:30, and Harry

rtkmade sure the st had nothing further to discuss before ending the'

(.....

meeting.' Elaine, the project social worker, remained for a short time

, to assist Harry with the Administrative/Ipipment section. Harry read

each item aloud and then rated it, allowing Jim to follow the process.

Needs were identified for technical assistande in/teveloping the pro--.

ea.

ject's advisory board, and in designing a system tob collect, store, and

retrieve evaluative data. All other items of this section were rated

either as in operation or as partially completed.

Whild'Harry concentrated on the worksheets, Jim had an opportunity

to review his notes: The staff, as a'whole, seemed knowledgeable and

cohesive. They worked diligently, without any outward signs of conflict

or serious differences of opinion. Although each had,made a contribu-

tion to the Process, some staff-had participated more actively than

'others in the needs assessment. Jill (assistant teacher), Winnifred

(teaching assistant), Jackie and Belinda (teacher aides), and trio

. (speech pathologist) had been fairly quiet. Elaine (social 4)corker),

Phyllis (occupational therapist), and Randy (head teacher) were more

vocal; but it was Helen who emerged as having greatest influence on the

group. While Harry's role as project coordinator established his pri-

mary leadership position, Helen's length of service as projdct nurse

seemedto give her an ddvantage over other'staff members. Harry appeared
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Harry described Dave's consulting style as.directive, and said he

found that style hekpful. He knew very little about funding or advisory
,

boards, and he thought Dal:re sensed this.) Dave also seemed to understand

Harry's role as well as his limitations. Dave had discussed with Harry

many things that were really under Bill's supervision because he knew

that Harry would be the one to present the information to Bill.. Con-
,

strain-LS 'on Bill's tie had prevented him from attending the entire.con-
. f-

sultation and, Harry told Jim, Bill, night not be ready to accept some 9,f

the suggestions made by-the outside consultant.

Overall, Harry thought Dave had been Whl prepared to deliver the

technical assistance. He had tailored his recommendations to meet both
1

the project's and Harry's needs. Dave's flexibility and his ability to

be concrete were especially valuable contributions. His suggestions were

made,with the entire school in mind, and he had discussed continuation

funding in relatikto all Aspects of the project.

Harry planned to wait until he received Dave's written report be-
,

fore m 1tTig decisions About the advisory board. He also planned to wait

for the report before discussing the continuation plan with Bill. He

would begin to implement those parts of the plan that Bill approved of.
-10

Harry was not sure how the plan would be completed or when he would

have time to do it. His time limitations were a very real concern for

Harry. Unlike Davecih did not have staff or board members to assist

him,with these responsibilities.

. .

The following Oeek, Jim talked on the phone with Dave Kramer-, who

said he thought the consultation had been productive. He had really/en-
,

joyed,visiting the project and the school, and had found things to be

33
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4.

Dave, a'mAter of first defining the organization's goa s and then se-

lecting people to participate. He talked about the use of committees,

but said this information might be more relevant for Bill,ahd the

school's board of directOrs.
t

'1Z

'at5

When they finished their discussion on advisory boards, it was time

for lunch. This relaxed hour gave Dave and Harry a chance for conversa-

tion about services and programs foi handicapped children. The 'test of

the time was devoted to reviewing the budget and personnel; this infor-
,

mation would help Dave prepare" his recommendati ns,for continuation

funding. Dave planned to define potential budget possibilities as well
it4

. as offering an approach to public relations, fo dations, ahlbother

selected funding sources. He said he would be to see that both

Harry and Bill received copies of his report. They concluded their

meeting by selecting a date, one month later, for Dave's second visit to

the project.

Follow -Up

Jim was anxious to hear Harry's evaluation of Dave Kramer's first

consultatiOh visit to Project' Early Start. He was pleased-to learn that

Harry was satisfied with the consultation, and that Dave had contributed

more than Harry had expected. Harry did not understand why Dave seemed,
1

to think the project needed'more assistance with the advisory board than

With the continuation plan. Perhaps Harry had not made his needs cleat

to TADS, or perhaps the communication had become confused, or, perhaps

Dave had misunderstood; in any event, the misunderstanding had not

adversely affected the technical assistance,

34
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continue the Consultation. Dave asked Harry about the activity state-

ment in
/
question, and Harry recalled that it had been Carol's suggestion,)4

to develop it that way. Dave resolved the question for himself and

Harry by pointing out that there are no Clear boundaries between con-

tinuation and advisory board activities, so actually they were still on
4

target for the technical assistance.

Harry reported to Dave on a brief conversation with Bill Roland

earlier that morning. Although Bill wasn't scheduled to participate, he

had wanted to know how the consultation was progressing, and he had

assured Harry of support for'his efforts.to seek continuation funding,

with the exception of research funds. Dave said he would not push any

one funding direction; instead,"he would send Harry samples of founda-

tion requests and lists of potential foundation resources. He told

Harry that the project's advisory board should be doing some oE the work

in this area, and suggested that they take the next,hour to discuss the

advisory board.

Harrk had read the manual on advisory boards, and this made i

easier for Dave to direct the consultation. He found himself "lectur-

ing," at times, and verbalized how uncomfortable he' was with this ap-

Wproach. Harry was listening attentively, however, and seemed satisfied

with Dave's style of sharing information. Dave asked Harry to tell him
s,

how he would structure the advisory board if he were able to start atl
I

over again. Harry had definite ideas for change. Dave emphasized the

importance of having powerful individals on the advisory board, and

gave several examPles of such persons from his own experience. Harry

wanted to knowlgiere to find that kind of pdbple. It was, according to

S

3
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7.
A

When their meeting ended, Harry took Davip on a shott trr of' the

school and the infant project. Dave was impressed with what he saw and

with the progress Bill had obvi sly made since becoming superintendent.

Harry described how much his in appreciation of Bill, both as a person

and as an administrator, had grown.

It *as late afternoon when they returned to the library, and only a

'brief amount of time was left for discussion. It had been a long and'

productive day, but there was still a lot of ground to be covered

tomorrow.

Day Two

iihen Jim arrived to serve the second day's on-site consultation,

el found Dave sitting at a desk in Harry' offte. Harry was attending

to some project details, and Dave was reviewing the technical assistance

agreement'to make sure hp was following the plan. Dave told Jim he

hoped to use some time that morning to review ways of structuring the
4

project's advisory board,and how that would tie in with the continuatioA"
pl Although continuation and advisory board activities were closeli?

related, Dave was confused by the wording of the technical assistance

agreement activities. One of the activities listed for Priority 3

stated that Dave was to review the project's current plans for the ad-

.

-visory board and make recommendations about membership, roles and fund--

tions by April 3. The timeline was such that Dave would have to attend

to this need today if he were to meet the terms of the Memorandum of

Agreement.
,

When Harry was ready to join them, they went to the libraty to
:

36
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agreed. Although the school's board of.4irectors wanted the school to

/ be more visible, Bill thou4ht they did not have the time required for a

high level of effort in this area..

Throughout most of this discussion, Harry remained a silent listener

and observer. ,When.Bill turned to Harry and said, "Well, this doe0a4t

have anything to do with the project," Dave said, "Yes, it does." Dave

, I
pointed out that Bill needed to find ways of appealing to'people's de-

sire to support something signifl.cant, and he gave examples of successful Y

strategies used at his own school.. Bill told Dave about some of the

_things they had thought of doing to raise'funds, but he wasn't sure how

to go.about doing them.

It was early afternoon when Bill's secretary called to remind him

of an appointment. Before leaving, he shook hands with Dave and said he

un9/be sure to see him the-following day. After Bill left, Hifry told

Dave he had been impressed with the amount of time Bill devoted to the

meeting. As a result, he was more convinced of Bill's support for the

project. Dave mentioned the number of problems Bill,appeared to be

having with the school's boareof directoks, and'Harry moved to Bill's

defense, describing the lack of board support whichihe received.

Dave expressed a general concern that people in'the field of eauca-
,

,tion need to be more open and to let the public know what they are doing.

If people understand a program's value, they are less likely taallow it \c,

to cloSe. Professional educ4tors rarely are taught that schools need to

be advocates for handicapped children. Da3p described the potential

Value of the project's advisory board as a link to the community with an

investment in the project's'continued existence.
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original grant proposal. "Demonstration projects are encouraged to plan

expensive programs which," said Bill, "are difficult to sell to other

funding sources.t Bill admitted he had ambivalent feelings atpout

'search, and thought the'project should be funded through;fesleral'en-

titlement moniee such as Medicaid. He also Said he thought Project

Early Start had a good program and was making an important,contribution

to the coMmunity.

Dave suggested that a newspaper article about the project might be

a.good strategy, but Bill thought this would not be very effective.

Dave repeated hiS suggestion about seeking research funds, but Bill

said he would be concerned about what would happen to the prOgram 74hen
A

those funds ran out. Dave said that as a consultant, it was his job

to make suggestions and recommendations, that final decisions would
\---

of course be up.-to Bill. He encouraged Bill to keep an open.mind as

e'
they talked, and then described his own very positive experiences in

acquiring foundation funds.

Jim thought he noted a subtle change in the-discussion.as Dave and

Bill shifted from a consultant-client relationship to one of a
4

colleague-to-Dolleague exchange of information and ideas. Bill

described his problems in trying to help the school's board of directors

develop a more effective committee structure and approach to their

.0
responsibilities. Dave, in turn, described the well-designed commit-

.,

tee struCture.and active involvement of his own board. They talked of

'icommon problems facing school superintendents, ranging from cash-flow

difficulties to the impact of local politics. Dave said he thought

Billieschool had rather low viSibility in the community, and Bill

38.
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a variety of funding bases. His prOjeCi, ,on the other hand, was a new

venture for the school, and continuation funding sources had not yet been

pinned down. He stated that the overall responsibility for generating

funds for the school belonged to Bill ROland, and Bill kept telling.him

not to worry about future monies. Hqwever, because Harry feIta deep

responsibility for the project, it was difficult for Atm not to be con-

.

cerned. Dave said,that as he had.read the project's proposai, he-real-

ized that opportunities for research would be. of great interest; perhAgs

they should seek research funding as pait of their continuation efforts.

Harry and Dave agreed to discuss this with Bill when he joined them.

Dave's next questions were about previbus public relations efforts.

General public relations regarding the project was part of Harry's job.

Dave expressed his concern about the limited public relations programs

conducted by many schools. H thought it was important to let people

know what was being done because there was money available for good pro-

grams. Unfortunately',,he *aid, schools'have a tendency to seek funds

only when they face* a crisis. It was important to have people visit the .

program so they could becvm an integral part of it.

Bill Roland joinPd eir meeting at,10:30, ana when the introduc-

iions were over Dave asked Bill,,"Do you know why I'm here?" Bill Said

ha had only a vague understanding. Dave proceeded to talk about the
Vt

positive effectiveness of TADS, and of his role as a consultant for con-

tinyation funds and the advisory board. He described his own school
0

which, though somewhat smallere was similar to Bill's. Dave discussed

the project's potential for obtaining research funds. Bill reported

that OSE had required them to remove the research elements from their

33
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On-Site Consultation: The First Visit

#

37

Dave Kramer was several things all at once--bri§ht, Vibrant, in-

tense
I
relaxed, friendly. hip reputation as a former HCEEP project

director was excellent, and he was now working successfully as superin-
,

tendent of a school for handicapped-children in another state. He

arrived at Project Early Start at 9:30 am., coming directly from the

airport. Although he had been up and traveling since the very early

moruing hours, Dave didn't appear to be theleast.bit tired when he

arrived:at:the school library.

After some brief introductory remarks, Harry explained:to-Dave that

Bill Roland, the school superintendent and project directOr, would be

Joining them at 10:30. Dave began the conSultation by explaining 'that

it was his style to ask a lot of questions, and his first question was

who had originally directed the project. Harry reviewed the lines of

authority during the project's first year, and then desáribed the

'11

changes that noW made Hakry;,as project coordinator, directly respon-

Sith.e to Bill. In repliring to Dave's ,illquiry about the advisory board,

Harry said the project had never really usedlthe board, and its selec-

tion had not been guided by any particular plan. Dave did not find that

c*-

surprising; ,he thought project advisory boards often were established

*

becauge the Office of Special Education (O$) required them.

*

Dave then'asked if other program directors at tfie school were

responsible for acquiring funds to continue their programs, and if not,

,why Harry was responsible for continuing Olt funding for Project Early

Start.' Harry explained that other programs in the school operated with

40
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Several days later, Carol received the signed Memorandum of Agree-

ment from Harry. Everything was now in order, and TADS was ready to

deliver the on-site technical assistance to Project Early Start.

1.,

ft
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The next day Carol called Harry to tell him of the decisions TADS

had made regarding the amount of technical assistance that could be made

available to the project, She identified Dave Kramer ag the consultant

chosen to work with the project on Priorities 1 and 3. Harry selected

tentative dates for Dave's on-site consultation the f011owing month, and

Carol then called Dave to confirm his participation. Next, she sent the

final Memorandum of Agreement to.Harry,, with a cover letter that indi-.

cated she was enclosing ave's vita and some printed information about

developing advisory board . Sh. eminded Harry that Dave would be con-

suiting with the project on both Priorities I And 3, and suggested that
0

Harry establish a date for Dave's follow-Up consultation. Carol invited

Harry to call her collect if he had any questions.

The next day, Harry called Carol to tell.her of the date he had set

for Dave's first consultation. Carol prepared an authorization for

Dave's fee and travel expenses,.and wrote a Cover letter to accompany
-

the materials Dave would need for the consultation. She sent-him a copy

Cif'he project's proposal of the technical assistance agreements fot

Priorities I and 3, travel'expense vouchers, dud evaluation forms.0
,

her letter. , she emphasized the fact that the primary purpose of Dave't

consultation, was to assist theproject's directOr and coordinator in

developing an overall approach fot\continuation funding. As this was

tO be i two-visit sequence, she suggested that Dave establish the date
.----

for his second visit during his first trip. She recommended that he

. (
,take some time during each visit to review Harry's plan for the advisory

board and to make some recommendations. 'Carol also indicated that she

had sent Harry the manual on advisory boards which Dave had written.
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Interlude

. One meek after áompletion of Project Early Start's needs assessment,

Carol Turner received in her TADS office the materials and evaluation

form from Harry Newman. While the needs assessment met most of the cri-
.

teria on the evaluation form, Harry cbmmented that it would have been

A6helpful to have TADS proVide more examples of the technical assistance

agreement worksheets. He and his staff had'attempted to do everything

right, especially in the presence of the case study observer, but some-

timeS it had seemed they were tryingto accommodate themselves to the

process rather than searching for their own needs.

A month later, Carol met with TADS'Associate Director for Projects
. .

to discuss Project Early Start's total needs assessment padkage. In the

ihterim, Carol hacrprepareda draft of the project's Memorandum of

Agreehent which listed the following teChnical assistance needs:

Priority. 1:

Priority :

Priority 3:

Assistance in developing a written plan for obtaining
continuation resources

Assistance in developing an infant stimulation guide .

suitable,for use by parents

Assistance in developing a plan for determining the
advisory board's membership; roles, and fundtions

-Together, Carol and the AsTciate Director agreed that DaVegramer

_would be an excellent consultant to provide on-site technical Assistance

'for Priority 1. Dave was A TADS consultant with strong skills in both

developing.funding s9urces and working with advisory b6ards. It seemed

that he could-provide needed information for Priority 3 as part of his

on-site consultation for Priority 1. Two other consultants were tenta-'

tively identified to review and critique the project's parent/infant,

activity guide.
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*
other project staff members, but she personally did not favor having an

on-site consultant. After some discussion, Harry decided that a review

d
and critique of the activity guide would'adequately meet their technical

assistance need.

The third technical assistance need was to develop a written policy

for the advisory board. This subject, appeared to require little dis-

cussion. The group were in agreement about their need for information

in .this area.

Follow-up

'The following week, Jim called Harry Newman to discuss the needs

assessment. Harry seemed fairly happy with the outcome, although he

said helwished Helen had been'able to participate the second day.

,

fact, he thought he Might have done a better job of summarizing staff

needs had the entire staff,been present the second day. However, the

7
staff seemed satisfied with the needs assessment, and Harry was looking

forward to receiving the technical assistance they had requested from

TADS.
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struggling with this issue, Jim faced his own dilemma. His role as ob-.

server required that he be a silent and unobtrusive presence, but Jim

knew their problem could easily be resolved with a phone,call to Perry

Hargett at the TADS office. Jim ierceived that this staff had pride
a

and a desire to work out their own problems whenever possible, but they

seemed-unable to resolve this p.articular issue. Jim therefore stepped

outside hissobserver's role by suggesting that Harry call TADS, which

Harry did from the phone in the library. After Harry relatelertheir

questions, Perry gave the explanations that allowed them to proceed

without further delay.

Randy and Jill agreed that it was Harry's place to decide on the

schedule and the amount of consulting time. Bill's pdticipationyould

be important in developing the continuation plan, And Harry thought an

extended timeline would be necessary to accommodate Bill's busy schedule.

He believed it W6uld be possible to have the continuation plan developed

by May 1. In discussing the type of technical assistance needed, Harry

thought he would like to talk with someone who had been through the pro-
0

cess of obtaining continuation funding. He expressed concern about

getting Bill involkved, and hoped that a consultant could help stimulate

completion of the process.

After a break for lunch, Harry met again with the two teachers,

Randy and Jill, to discuss the type of technical assistance they re-.

quired to develop a parent/infant activity guide for dissemination.

They talked over the pros And cons of halting an on-site consultant to
,

help with product development, or an outside written review and critique

of their finished product. Jill said she would welcome the opinions of
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'comfortable and competent in his role of coordinator. He seemed to have

the respect and cooperation of the entire staff and, in turn, had high

regard for them..

Jim noted finally that the day's work on the needs assessment had

been completed on schedule. The groundwork had been prepared for

devloping the techniCal assistance needs statements.

Day Two

N>sWhen Jim arriVed the following morning, he found Harry, Randy, and

Jill seated at the library table. The head teacher and assistant

teachervere to work with Harry while the rest of the staff resumed

their regular project duties. Harry opened the Needs Assessment Manual

to the eqion entitled "Identifying.Techhical Assistance Needs," and

read it a1 d for the benefit of Randy and Jill. The three reviewed the

worksheets ompleted the previous day, agreeing that their two Primary

needs were in-continuation funding and product development and that the

previously identified need for technical assistance in evaluation was

not as important as the other two. Working as a team to develop the

needs statements, theli discussed each need and 'how they thought it

should be stated. After reaching consensus, Harry wrote the statements

as Randy and Jill dictated them.

,Their work went smoothly until it came time to develop the techni-

cal assistance objectives. The three were concerned that the project

mlght not receive the technical assistance really needed unless they

stated the objectives clearly and correctly. Reading and discussing the

samples in t manual failed to clarify their dilemma. While they 'Were
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well organized. The material and information he received froi TADS were

congruent with his own impressions of the prOject, and he thought his

skills were a good match for the project's needs.

Dave had been well satisfied With the amount of time Bill Roland

had spent in their meeting, but he had the iMPression thai Bill was not

open to different kinds of approadaes. He thought some changes would be

useful in the way Bill's board of directors was functioning.- Only a

limited amount could be done in this situation, however, considering
,01

Bill's point of view about,boards, foundations, and'iresearch. Dave

feared that Harry might be caught in. the middle, and this might dilute

the impact of the consultation. The most important point, according to

Dave, was that Bill spent a sign.ficant amount of time in their meeting.

Dave's next visit would reveal the degae to which his written

recommendations were effective.

it
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Interlude

Harry called Carol tile week after Dave Kramer's visit.

the date selected for Dave's second visit and asked about the

statement regarding technical aSsistance Priority 3 that had

fusion. Carol said the statement's intent was in keeping wi

ginal agreement and that the work they were doing seemed to

, A week later, Carol received Harry's evaluation report

Kramer's first consultation. She was glad to note that Har

gave her

ctivity

aused con-

the ori-

e on target.

of Dave

y was. wen

satisfied with the technical assistance provided for devel ping a con-

tinuatio44Tunding plan. Harry indicated that he had gaine an\werview

of the compdnents necessary for obtaining continuation f ding. Poten-

tial funding sources had been identified and activities o implement the

continuation pAll had been discussed. Harry found Dave suggestions to

be applicable to specific project needs. While there h d ben a ten-

dency to digress from the main topic, Harry reported t at the tim tad
/1-

not been wasted. The consultation had. been .crry help l .but Harry won-

dered in-retrospect, if the scope had been too broad for their

particular situation.

Harry had sent:4a separipe evaluation report for the consultation on

advisory boards. He had found Dave's suggestions for working with ad-

visory boards to be very practical, and wrote that Dave's extensive ex-

perience in this area was evident. Dave had spent considerab time

relating anecdotes, but they were not always helpful in clarifying the

subject. Harry tointed out that advisory boards had not.been designated

as a high priority by the project but Dave had understood this to be a

primarl'focus of the technical assistance.
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Dave Kramer, in his written report to Project Early Start, pointed

oUt tWat'the element of continuation funding, in this particular case,

was intimately connected with the pake-up of the advisory board and-th
.

the project's dissemination efforts. His report included.detailed re-

commendations on conthuation funding, advisory board, public aw reness

programs, and dissemination. Dave had also developed a sample bud-et.

Carol was glad to note that Davels report had been written early enough
444

to give both Harry and Bfll time to ecome familiar with it before Dave's

consultation visit.

In his evaluation report to TADS, Dave indicated that the major

accomplishments of his consultation had been to provide new ideas on ,

funding and on revamping the advisory board, and to discuss a public

relations program. Dave believed one of the strengths of his consulta-

tion had been the open discussion with Bill Roland on the subject of

continuation funding. Bill had seemed interested in pursuing the fund-

ing suggestions Dave had offered, with some exceptions. Dave was

impressed with the school and with Project Early Start, and 'he noted

that they had a good administration and a competent staff.

49
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On-Site Conpultation: The Second Visit

Dave Kramer was looking forward to his second visit to,Ptoject

Early Start; he was eager to learn what progress had been made in the

month since his first visit. The traffic was unusually heavy4ibut he

realized he had timed his trip from the airpo&Well as he saw Harry

Newman pull into the schopl parking lot just as his taxi arrived.

As they walked to the library, Harry reported he had not yet had a

chande to discuss Dave's written recommendations with Bill Roland.

fact, he-wasn't sure Bill's recent schedule had given him time to read

the report.' Bill was still telling Harry not to worry about cOntinuation

funding, although he hadsindicated he wouldn't stand in the way if Harry

wished to pursue potential sources, including foundations.

Harry and Dave settled into comfortable chairt, and Harry said Bill°

was still hopin to acquire federal continuation funds, which depenaed

on political issues that Harry didn't fully understand. Dave suggested

that Harry develop a formal written funding plan. This Might help Bill

to understand Harry's concerns end the efforts e was making to acquire

*funds. Dave thought it would be a mistake to depend on federal funds;

such funds currently were in jeop y, and it would be wise to explore

diversified sources.

Dave teMpered his inquiries about progress in writing the continua-

tion plan with his understanding' of the many demands on Harry's time.

Harry thought he could have the plan completed by June first, and he was

m
still interested inpursuing fgundation sources. Dave agreed the.pro- 1

..
1

ject had a good program and organization, and encouraged Harry to pursue
1

this courselof action. He asked if Herry had.a timeline for developing.



a proposal,for foundation fatNng, wondering whether Harry might,be

"pushing" a little. Harry said,August first might be a realistic

timeline.

49

In response to Dave's question about how other programs similar to

Project Early Start acquired their continuation funds, Harry said it was

a matter of who assumed that respOnsibilitifor theprganization. 'In

the case of hissroject, Harry believed it ultimately would be up to

Bill to pursue the funding. Harry had discussed continuation funding

4with the Staff, and although they were interested and concerned, they

had little time for the work that would be reqdired.

Bill stopped by to say heI to Dave, explaining he .could stay for

only a few minutes. He was busy writing a funding proposal for one of

the other school programs. He and Dave'exchanged a few comments'about

the process of writing grant proposals. When Bill left, Harry said

Bill's brief visit was an indication of the good impression Dave had .

made on him. Harry expressed his admiration for Bill's ability to work

well under pressure and thought it was possible Bill would get federal

continuation funds after all. However, Harry was uncomfortable in wait-
L,

ing until the last minute when it might be too late to develop other

sources.

Harry said he had had a.chance to discuss the public relations

program with Bill, who was concerned that this work be done.well. There

had been a short segment aboutthe project on TV, and Bill had sent

, memos to the school's board of directorS, encouraging them to watch it.

Harry was also considering writing a newspaper article based on An idea

hehad gotten from one of the articles Dave had sent him.
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board of directors had formed committees since Dave's last

visit and today, for the first time, several board members were having

lunch at the school and visiting the programs. As a matter of fact,

Harryland the other program directors had been asked to have lunch with

the board members and present brief descriptips of their programs.

Harry dPologized for having to leave, but Dave agreed his attendance

was very important.

When Harry returned, Dave focused attention on the project'

visory b ard. The twocreviewed the school's organizational chart

determine where the project advisory:boaiAllint in the hierarchy.

encouraged Harr*oreffokts to determine the most important aspects of

the advisory board, and helped him define-what the parameters should bp.

/A+

Throughout.their discussion, Dave checked with Harry to be sure his

commenVs and suggestions were clear.

Their meeting drew to a close in the late afternoon. Before he

left, Dave assured Harty he would send his.consultation report and

recommendations as quickly AS possible. He also said he would, of

course,.be interested in receiving continued repoas from Harry on the

0

project's progress.
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Interlude

Carol had received the eiraluation reports on Dave Kramer's second

visitito Project Early Start. Harry Newman reported that the major ac-

complishMents of the tpchnical alSsistance had been development of an

advisory board plan an&a continuation plan. Harry had gained knowledge

of funding processes, and he thought Dave had-devoted a great deal of

time and effort to meeting the needs of the project. This second con-

sultation had been more useful than the first, wrote Harry; because he
0

had a better understanding of the problems. As a result, Dave had not
6

had to spend as much time coVering background information.

Dave's evaluaAn report indiCated several major accomplishmepts.

A new organization plan had been completed for involvement og the ad.:

visory board, and an oiltline of the continuation funding plan had teen

developed. Dave thought he had been successful/ In Empressing upon Bill

Roland the value of the school board's involvement in Project garly

Start as well as in other schOol programs. Dave said their meetings had

provided a good beginning, and he thought the project was now ready to

develop and carry out a continua plapir-larry had sent d'copy of the

-

continuation plan ofitline to,D ye, along with a leeter of thanks in

.which he expressed appreciation of Daveit'S time and effort and said the

consultation had exceeded his expectations.

Harry had also written a letter to Carol thanking TADS for arrang-

ing Dave's consultation which had provided the project with much-needed

assistance. His, letter also informed Zarol that he was waiting to r-4%-

ceive the preparation form to complete for the review and critique of

the parent/infant,activity.guide,"the pro ot's Priority 2 technical

5 3

a
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assistance need.

a

Carol sent the preparation form to Harry with a cwer letter whicA.
,

stated she would let Harry know the names of-the consultants as soOn aS

he returned the'completed prepakation form and a copy of the-activity

guide. Carol also took this opportunity,to express'regret that she and

Harry had not had many contacts this year. She trusted'he would not

hesitate to let her know if TADS' kesources could b"ourther help.

Such requests, said Carol, could be handled informally .And would ipt

require.formal agreements or evgluations.

Two weeks latek, Harry called to ask Carol for an dgtension of time,

for sending'the activity guide. Carol suggested a two-week extension,

and was surprised when Harry's materials arrived by express mail ex-
-

. . .

actly on the extended deadline date. Harry had obviously mailed the

matekials oVer the weekend, and Carol hoped he had'notAvidrked on SatWday,

just to meet the deadline.

Carol called Florence Gkeen and Norm Linden,,the consultants who

0

had been tentatively selected for the review and critique, to confirn-

their participation. Then she called Harry to give him the consultants'

4

names. Carol forwarded to the consultants copies of the project's ab-

stract, cohpleted preparation fox:ms, and the activity guide. In her

cover letter, she gent details about Project Early Start and what they

were hopind to-xeceive from this technical assistance.

54
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Consultation: Review and Critique of

Parent/nfant ACtivity Guide

Jim was Sitting in his office, reading copies of the reviews com-

paeted by-Florence Green and Norm Linden. As he looked over the reports

-from each consultant, he reflected on his conversations with them,

Florence Green had enjoyed her assignmeneto revieW Project Early

Start's activity guide. In her letter to the project, she had given

many pOsitive strokes while at the same time making a nuMber of Sugges-

tions for improving the format and content of the guide. She stated

very strongly that she believed this product had great'potential for the

field, and encouraged the project'to develop it with wide dissemination

in mind. She suggested that it be developed to stand alone, keeping the

language and drawings simple and field-testing it locally before final

production. Florence was positiVe and specific in her recommendations,

and asked Harry to send her a copy of the fina/ product.

. Like FlOrence, -Norm Linden had enjoyed reviewing.the guide. His
lf

written review centered around the content and format, and was less spe7

cific than Florence's. Norm also indicated that the project had done a

fine job in structuring the guide as a useful tool for parents. He-had

retiested an opportunity for a telephone consultation to make more,spe-

ncific recommendations concerning individual items on the guide, and in
A

his cover letter he had teildi-harry he would call the following week to

discuss those items.

As he read the reviews agatal,- Jim noticed the differences in writ-
,

ing style of the two reviews, and wondered what influence these differ-

ences might have in the Project's acceptance of suggestions. He hoped

55
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he would learn this when he received feedback from the project during

his end-of-year vieit and from his conversationt with Carol Turner at

TADS .

56
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Interlude

It was the middle of June, and TADS' administrative tasks relating

,to Project Early Start's second year of technical assistance were almost

Complete. Carol had Submitted the necessary paperwork for processing

payments to florence Green and Norm Linden, and had recently received

Harry Newman's evaluation of their review and critique of the parent/

infant activity guide.

Harry rated all aspects of Florence Green's consultation as "excel-

lent." The major accomplishments of her review and critique were ex-

ploring ideas for dissemination, format modification, and content

'revision. Her very specific redommendations and,helpful examples had

been especially useful, as were the additional materials she had sent to

Harry. Norm Linden's consultation ratings were divided between "good"

and "average," His major contributions had been revision of content and

his follow-up telephone call to discuss the dissemination plan. Harry

thought, however, that most of Norm's suggestions were too genekal to be

very useful.

The final task involved the project's completion of an End-of-Year

Survey designed to assess the effectiveness and impact of TADS' delivery

of technical assistance. Carol mailed the Survey form to Harry, along

with a letter to explain its purpose and a request that Harry sign a
0

short statement which would confirm completion of the technical

assistance 4gieement.

In reviewing her file and reflecting on the year daing a phone

conversation with Jim, Carol expressed some concern about her limited

contacts with Harry during the year. She regretted that circuffiitances
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had prevented Harry's attending the HCBEP.directors' conference in Decent-
'

ber, when she would have had an opportunity to talk with him personally.

She also regretted that Harry had not commented on the statements in her

letter referring to their limited contacts and to the availability of

additional TADS resources. She wondered whether the deadline established

-

for review and critique of the activity guide had been a help 'or hin-

drance. She was cuxious about Harry's thoughts on the chances.for pro-

ject continua4on funding, and what he thought they would need to work

on the following year. Her hunch was that Harry was feeling-better

about the continuation plan, but the project was still a long way from

actually identifying, requesting, and receiving continuation funds.

Based on her phone contacts with Harry and on.the completed evalu-

,
ation forms for the technical assistance events, Carol's impression was

that Harry was satisfied with the assistance TADS'had provided this

year. It would have been possible to provide more assist,pnce if Harry

'had requested it. However, TADS uses a responsive approach, and Carol.

usually didn't initiate contacts unless a project indicated they had
4

additional needs. She might have been more directive and gone beyond

what she considered her primary job, but Harry's evaluations had not

indicated other needs, nor had there been any negative responses to the

technical assistance provided.
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7 Epilogue

It was mid-June, and Jim was visiting Project Early Start to cap-

ture impressions of the year's technical assistance from the project's

point of view before he began to write his case study report. He

planned to spend most of the day interviewing Harry Newman and Bill

Roland, whq had been primary recipients of the technical assistance.

Harry met Jim at the door'to the library where heir morning meet-

ing was to take 'place. As they settled at the con erence table, Hal*

\
expressed concern about the amount of time Bill might have available

that day. Hursel Conway snd Mary Smith (TADS evaluation specialists)
IF

had visited 'the project just the week before. Their purpose was to

express TADS' thanks for continued cooperation in the case'study, and to

discuss any concerns about the proces . Bill had,f talked with them for

about an hour, and Harry was concerned that Bill\might consider Jim's

visit a further intrusion on his time. Bill really had very little par-

ticipation in the project's activities, ,and he felt no need to be

involved in day-to-day operations. Harry explained that Bill's ad-

ministrative style was to trust his staff; while this might make him

seem distant to outsiders, he really was a caring and compassionate ad-

ministrator. Jim said he appreciated Harry's conderns and understood it

would be important to have Bill know why this interview was essential

Pqr the case study.

Bill greeted Jim cordially when he joined them in the library. Jim

explained that an important dimension of the case study was to look at

the technical assistance from the chief administrator's point of view.

Bill showed a willingness to cooperate, and he spent over three hours

5 3
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sharing his perceptions and concerns about,technical assistance and

federally funded projects with Jim and Harry. His first observation was -

that TADS could not change the environment in which a project operates
0

becausk that, environment is so complex. Technical assistance can deal

only with the obvious, within the_context of the situation and the en-

vironment. For examples, Dave Kramer really had.some good things to say

and had allowed Bill to talk candidly and casually. Dave understood

what Bill talked about because he, too, was a school superintendent.

However, Dave couldn't know the political environment surrounding the

school. What might work well for eve in his state would ot work at

all where Bill's school° was loca ed. Bill had enjoyed t1tizne spent

with Dave and appreciated his ideas and efforts, but Dave hadn't told

Bill anything he hadn't already known.

11 .cknowledged that there was some gratificatin fram receiving

the att1ention of a consultant, especially in situations where there are

limited resources to call upon. As far as he was concerned, however,

technical assistance from TADS was no different fram the advice given

by many licensing agency representatives who made site visits to the

school every yWr. Each had suggestiops-to make and advice 'to give.

Stperintendents really have very few choices, because so much is dic-

tated by licensing requirements and system idiosyncracies.
..,

As the interview drew to a close, Bill said t-171 obtaining continua-

ti

P

5funds for the project was one of his greatest concerne:- He was ..

convinced that the project was performing an impor ant community service.

As for technical assistancet Bill placed his confidence in the stafk,

especially Harry. Technical assistance was all right, tf the staff

60
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wanted it.

*After Bill left, Jim and Harry discussed the year's technical

assistance from Harry's pOint pf view. Harry's involvement with TiaDS

had begun at a very difficult.time, and he thought the self-administered

needs assessment had been.conducted too early. The project had so many

needs just to.keep going; and TADS had not been very.high on their.list
0

of prioriaes at that particular time. Their interaction with TADS wasG.

as a second-year project wh , in fact, theyialere operating as a first-
,'

year project. Harry believed the TADS process should be tailored to

fit a project where it is in actuality, rather than'where it is

.chronologiCally.

As a consequence offeeling-Under pressure to complete the nee

assessment, Harry had ilot thought TADS Would be interested in the pro-

ject's non-technical assistance needs. Carol had kept calling to find

out if a date had been selected for the assessment, and Harry had missed

several of her calls because he was so involved in project operations.
a

Even though fie and Carol had a number of conversations about the assess-
..

ment date, there:was never any in-depth communication about what was

Ireally going on. Harry felt uncomfortable about sharing problems with a

"stranger"; he had never-met Carol and hadn't had any orientation to

TADS. Looking back, he wished he had made all of this.clear to Carol at

the beginning of the_year. That beginning had influenced all of their

interactions, and their conversations had focused on scheduling matters

and business=related tasks. It just hadn't seemed appropriate to sAy

more, and although Carol always was pleasant and poll* Harry had felt

more at ease in telling her things were "under control." On the other

61
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hand, Harry reported, if Carol had-asked topt of probing questions, he

might have thought she was "snooping."

Harry had finally decided just to go ahead with the needs assessment

and get it out of the way. He knew technical assistance couldn't meet a

project's needs unless the needs assessment was done well. The staff

had lacked donfidence and approached the needs asqessment with apprehen-

sion. The needs assessment process asks people to do a very difficult

thing in reviewing their total program, something they might not be

ready to do. The staff had been professionally young and still needed

to learn that it was appropriate toxpress needs. They had felt it was

necessary to be on their best behavior because they were being observed,
4

and the needs assessment 9.s it was conducted, mlIght have been more for

"show" than to express real needs.,

Harry said he believed that.timing had an unfortunate effect on the

review and critique of the parent/infant activity guide. The original

timeline for that technical assistahde had beeh set during the needs

assessment, and it proved to be unrealistic. Harry had called Carol to

request time extension, explaining that he did not have a secretary to

type th'e guide. Carol had suggested he send a handwritten copy which

could be typed at the TADS office.; Harry had interpreted this sugges-
_,

tion as Carol's being judgmental about his need for more time. He had

tried to meet TADS' extended timeline. In general, he had tried to meet

all of TADS' timelines during the year, and believed he had ended up

doing twelve months' work in-six months.

Harry had enjoyed Dave Kramer's consultation a great deal, and he

believed it had giyen him a foundation of new information. Dave had

.1
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made Harry feei comfortable in sharing both the projecti,s.strengths and

weaknesses, but Harry was still uncertain about following through on

Dave's specifiecommendations for continuation funding. The advisory

board had been created to fulfill federal regulations and was not a high

ipriority need for the project. Hady,thought th board might have value

if it were properly organized, but it was too so n to judge the impact

of the technical assistance. It was also too earlfto know the impact

of the review and critique of the activity guide.

As he diswsed Carol's comment in her letter dbout their lack oS

contacts, Harry admitted feeling a litt e defensive and wondering if

Carol thought he wasn't doing
7

his job. TDS obviously had a lot to offer-

that he hadn't taken adVantage of because he.hadn't known it wasavail-

dble. Most of his interactions with Carol had occurred under pressure

that precluded his acquiring addttional information. In retrospect,

Harry understood that Catol was operating under her own constraints and

timelines. Harry suggested to Jim that tech cal assistance is not as

significant to a project as it is to TADS. roject has multiple pur-

poses and activities, while TADS' sole function is to provide'technical

assistanae. Harry felt this might have influenced the interactions b -

tween TADS and Project Early Start; what he perceived as pressure might

ha1 been Carol's just trying to do her job.

As they concluded their meeting, Jim thanked Harry for his open

sharing which, Jim said, would help,considerably to enrich the case

study. On thvay to the airport, Jim noted that he wasn't yet ready to

write his observations for th>fecond7year case study report. There

were still a few information gaps to fill in order to achieve Some
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closure4for this eventful year.

'When he returned to his own office, JiM cgfed Carol to learn the

results of the End-of-Year Survey that Harry had completed. The S

Covered a number of areas, and Jim was interested in hearing how Harry

had evaluated the technical assistance provided to meet the needs stated

in the Memorandum of Agreement. Carol said that while the Survey did

contain positive reactions, she was disappointed in the nuMber of nega-

tive responses. Harry had indicated the project's identified technical

assistance needs had not changed in conteni orlpurpose over the course

of the year. The written contingpt±ori plan was now conceptualized, and

TADS' contributi to this effort had been significant. TADS had also/

contributed somew to the development of the parent/infant activity

guide and the plan for the advisory.board:

4 On the End-of-Year Survey, poditive impacts of teChnical assistance

were noted in the areas of program analysis and clarification, staff

knowledge, product development, benefits to pasents, record-keeping,
CO.

development and use of the project advisory board, and overall plaWing

for dmonstration/dissemination/continuation. Negative impacts of tech-

nical assistance were noted in several items related to the project

staff--roles, respOnsibilities, communication, and attitude/morale.

Mary Smith, TADS evaluation specialist, had made a follow-up phone call

to the project to obtain information concerning the reasons for the

negative impact ratings. Harry had explained to Mary that the two major

'negative fattors were the project staff's difficulty in.completing the
k

needs assessment confidently, and the amount of time that the continua-

tion funding technical assistance and the case study visit by TADS had

a..
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taken from Bill Roland's busy schedule.
"Nor

\Harry had rated his satisfaction with the year's technical assis-
,,/

tance as "average" and explained his rating with the comment:

The needs assessment is the basis of most of the technical assis-
tance a project receives. Our pioject needed a-more thorough
orientation to TADS and the needs assessment and this lack of
knowlege adversely affected not only the needs assessment but
the rest of the technical assistance received.

During their Conversation, Jifft recalled that Carol was responsible

for coordinating TADS' chnical assistance for seventeen projects, and

as Carol discussed her ideas with Jim it was obvious that she had given

a great deal of thought to her interactions with Project Early Start.

Her style was non-directive,but in the case of Early Start she now

thought a more direct approach tight have been more appropriate. Had

she known the real situation the'project was.'in, Carol would not have

recommended setting the date for the needs assessment until Harry

thought they were ready. She would, instead, have negotiated an excep-

tion to TADS' contract deadline fOr completing needs assessments, or

they Might have provided tpchnical assistance without a needs aseess7

ment. She also thought that under these exceptional circumstances she

might have recommended an on-site needs assessment.

Cerol told Jim she wished she had made a greater effort ito estab-
4.

fish personal contact with Harry. She had assumed that Bud Fisher, who

was coordinator last year, would haVntransmitted all of the necessary

information about TADS to Harry. She had missed the point that Project

Early Start was operatin

1
more like a first-,than a second-year project.

The changes in key l e6dership and staff positions should have signaled

ther to make a more concentrated effort to understand the project's

çt
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Two weeks later, Jim called Harry Newman to ask about the status of

the project's continuation funding plan. Harry said a revised draft of

the plan had just be cotpleted and there were a few changes. The em-

phasis now was on seekihg federal rather than foundation funds. This

seemed to fit better into the school's administrative structure. Since

the project was to become part of the school program at the end of the

project's third year, its funding structure needed to be similar to that

of other school programs. A further change was elimination of a major

public relations activity recommended by Dave Kramer. Its puxpose had

been to' assist the project to secure foundation funding, but there just

wasn't enough time to accomplish this task. Dave had provided an over-
°.

view of funding posibilities, and Harry leMs still considering applying.

to.foundations for supplemental funds. The major thrust was for federal

funds, however, and Bill Roland was h4ndling'that task.

Asthey concluded their telealone conversation, Jim believed that

he had gathered all the facts he needed. Now he was prepared to write

his observations for Part II of the case stuay report'on Project Early

6 6



CASE #2: PROJECT COFOP 6/

Participants

(in order of their appearance in the case description)
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Bob Mitchell TADS Technical Assistance Coordinator

Jay Arbey TADS Needs Assessor

Alan Adams Project Director (Year One)
,

Sandy Dawes -. . . . Project Coordinator/Teacher of Infants

Linda Voland Project Director (Year Two)
.

Bill Anderson .. ... . . . Case Study Observer

Ken Stevens Project Evaluator

Marilyn Green Occupational Therapist

Anne Newton Teacher of 2- to,4 -Year -Olds

Eloise Jacobs School Principal

Jean Sellers School Administrative Staff Mehber,

Sue Wilson Teacher of 3- to 5-Year-Olds

Margaret Martin Teacher of Infants

Janice Bloom Aide/Busdriver

Travis Morgan TADS Staff MeMber

Carol Turner TADS Staff Membek

Hurgpl Conway TADS Evaluation Specialist

Donald Minton Technical Assistance Consultant

Marti Brown Technical Assistance Consultant

Terry Price Technical Assistance Consultant

Arthur Andrews . .. Assistant Superintendent of Schools

Mary Smith TADS Evaluation.Specialist

Susan Sweeney OSE Staff Member
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Profogue: A New Beginning

Bob Mitchell never could decide whether he liked Chapel Hill better

in.the spring or fall. Spring brought feelings of.new bdginnings every-

where, he thought, but Chapel Hill was speCial in the fail', when the

crisp autumn air resounded with eager criesnof greetd:ng from students

and faculty as they returned from vacation.. Walking frot tHW'parking

lot to his TADS' office, Bob reflected that today would be a "new begin-

ning" for him, too. He planned to spend the morning reviewing the

Project Co-Op files. Jay Arbey, who was TADS technical'issistance 6o-

ordimator for the project last year, had been appointed .to andther

position at TADS, and Bob was to be this year's coordinator: Bob was

pleased that Jay would be needs assgssor for Project Co-Op this

it would be interesting to have the needs assessment conducted by some-
,

one who had already had such close contact Wi the project.
0

Refreshed from his brisk walk, Bob sat at his.desk and took up the

first of the many files to be read. He already knew that Project Co-Op

was,a Handicapped Children's Early Education Program (HCEEP) deigned to

serve selierely and profoundly handicapped children between the ages Of

birth and five years, and their parents. Project Co-Op was entering Its

second year of.operation as a joint Undertaking of a county schObl dis-

trict and a nearby college. The coflege was recipient of the grant, and .

,

the center-based part of the program was located at the district's Oak

Ridge School. Project staff reflected the.dual'sponsorship. Alan Adams
$

(the pro)ect director), two teachers of ififants (including one who

/
. ,

,

, ,

served as project coordinator), the occupational therapist, and tRe pro-

ject evaluator were employed through the college; the teachers of 2- to
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4- and 3- to 5-year-old children were employed 'by the school systemi as

was a teaching aide.

Now, as he.read 'the files, Bob.noted that Project Co-Op seemed to

. have experienced many of the joys and frustrations felt by.erograms of

siMilar nature during their first'year of operation. On the one hand,

the design and development of services for children and parents'had

progressed at a very satisfactory rate; on the other hand, the project's

newness had resulted in some staff communication problems. This had'led

to self-questioning on the part of some staff meMbers about their

d

Ability to'do as good a job as they thought they should. Later in the,

year, however, many of the uncertainties seemed to have disappeared as

staff gained more confidenCe.

In some ways,,thought Bob, TADS' technical assistance involvement

appeared to parallel the developmental pattern of the project. Early

staff commUnication problems had been an issue during the needs assess=

,ment; in fact, Alan Adamshad subsequently expressed the feeling that

the needs assessment had itself contributed to the problems. Still, a

technical assistance Memorandum of Agreement had been developed;.and

the relationship between TADS and the project, as represented by Jay

Arbey_and Alan Adams, had strengthened during the year.

Bob reviewed the firsi year's Memorandum of Agreement. ,The needs

listed in the Agreement were:

Priority 1: ASsistance in planning for the movement of project
classrooms for severely/profoundly handicapped stu-

% dents.to a less restrictive environment, e.g.'
regular pUblic school facilitir

Priority 2: . Assistance in developing a cbherent curriculum for
the :program

69,
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Priority 3:

Piority 4:

Priority 5:

Assistance in assessing and providing for the pre-'
speech, language stimulation, and feeding needs of
low-functioning children

Assistance in identifying imtruments for the summa-
tive assessment of young severely/prOfoundly
handicapped students

,ASsistance in measuring parent satisfaction with
services provided to their children by4Project Co-Op

Keeping the five needi in mind as he read the evaluations and the

first year's case study report, Bob concluded that for the most part,

the technical assistance activities had, been carried out as they were

listed in the agreement. Thelast-activity-to-be-completed_had been a

workshopfron curricuIum.development and the conducting of evaluations in

July. This activity had beep well receiVed, and the response of,project

staff indicated that-the information'had been of considerable value'to

them.

Project Coe appeabd to be entering its.second year with positive

feelings about the assistance TADS,could offer. There would be major

changes among project staff, however.. Bob had learned recently that

Alan Adams had accepted a faculty appointment at another university and

would be leaving the project in December. Linda Voland had been ap-

pointed to replace Alan as of January 1, and she woul4 be participating'

d 0
actively inthe needs assessment. Sellers,qwho had'been roject

coordinator, had moved into a ful -time position with,the sch ol syitem's

administrative staff. Sandy Dawes, a teacher of infants the project, (

was now serving as Project coordinator' and would have an important part

in the needs assessment. It was, indeed, a "new beginning," with Linda

Voland, Sandy Dawes, Jay Arbey, and Bob Mitchell all assUming new roles

with Project CO-Op.
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The Needs Assessment

Day One

It was mid-November--almost.one year to the week since the first

69

needs assessment--when Jay Axbey, TADS needs assessor, and Bill Anderson,

TADS case study observer, arrived at Project Co-Op for the second-year

assessment. The night before, Jay and Bill had met with Alan Adams, the

project director, to plan for the activity. Alan had described the

,personnel'changes that had occurred since'last summer. Linda Voland,

an early childhood specialist, was already a merriber of the college

faoulty and had same familiarity withFroject Co-Op wbich would be of

considerable help to her when she assumed Alan's role as project direc-

tor on JanUary 1. Marilyn Green had replaced'Martha Brysan as occupa-

i-ional therapist. Margaret Martin had come to 'Project Co-Op from an .

acad .c seti.ng some distance away to replaCe CynthiaiLee as a teacher
I

of infants. The oth teacher of infants, Sandy 606, was now also

serving as project co rdinator. Alan reviewed for Jay and Bill the

transition pracess and bis schedule for completing the transfer of his

project director's duties to Linda Vbland. He also'noted that Joint

Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP) approval was still a top priority for

the project; an agreement had beenreached for Alan to visit the project'

as consultant from time to time to assiSt in preparation for JDBr revkew.

This morning Sandy Dawes, the project coordinator, afrived at the

hotel to drive Jay and Bill to Oak Ridge School where the projece-class-
,-

rooms were located. Jay was glad to have a chance to chat informally.

wi)b Sandy abo;!t recent events. Sandy described new personnel and new

problems, but new progress as wel/. A decision to form a parent-support,

4
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group had been made; its impetus was the death of two children who had

been enrolled in the project. Sandy hoped that the group could help

parents develop a responsibeness to problems affecting one another.

It was breakfast time when the three arrived at Oak Ridge School,

and the children and staff were gathered in the cafeteria. °Sandy intro-

duced Jay to the staff, and Jay spent several minutes. with each of them

in general conversation about the children present, as he unobtrusively

distributed copies of his agenda for the needs assessment. Sandy then

led Jay and Bill to the conference room where the sessions were to be

held. Jay knew that this year, as last, it would be necessary to meet

with staff members individually or in small gtoups tO'conduct the needs

assessmeni, but his advance knowledge had permitted him to plan accord-

ingly. The challenge of fostering accurate and positive communication

among the various Projept.Co-Op staff was the
3 main reason Jay had 'soUght

this assignment. -He was confident that his-knowledge of the project,

relationship with Alan Adams, and facilitative skills would prevent the
. .

kind of difficulties experienced in the kevious year's needs assessment.

The first staff memair to be interviewed was Ken Stsvens, the pro-

ject evaluator, At Jay's request,,Ken explained th roughly the project

evaluation plan and its evolution, and he outlin the operation of the'

multiple baseline data system. Jay was sUpportive and asked frequent

questions about the data system, reviewing Ken's responses until he was

sure he understood. Ken noted his dual responsibilities in evaluation

and bookkeeping, and analyzed the level-of effort required fot both.

As bookkeeper, he was responsible for recording all of the project's'

financial transactions; this in itielf was a time-consumiftg job for'a

a
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graduate student who was employed part-time by the project. His evalua-

tion duties were closely connected with the potential JDRP review; he

would be asked to provide a careful analysis of all data on parents and

children. As he reflected on this, Ken thought he could use some tech:

nical assistance'-in the area of data collection and management. Jay

commented that any needs coming out of their taIk wopld be considered

with all of the needs emerging from conversations with other staff. He

''note4 that in the final analysis, priorities would have to be aSsigned,

but Ken's stated need would certainly receive equal consideration. The

two then moved on.to a review of the program evaluation sections of the

needs assessment document (see Appendix A) and rated each item in turn.

The atmosphere as relaxed and the process was straightforward. Through-

out, Jay offered Ken opportunities to expand on fiis answers, and as they

concluded he asked if Ken would iike to brainstorm further. Ken said he

believedall his coMthents and observations had been made.

Next on Jay's agenda was a series of brief visits to each classroom.

He took this time to chat informally with the teachers and aides About

their work and about potential technical assistance needs. The Staff

reported that they felt comfortable with their progress and could

identify no specific needs.,

Following the classroom Visits, Jay returned to'the conference room

to find that Alan Adams and Linda Voland had just arrived from the col--

lege. After Introductions, Jay and Bill described Bill's role asAADS

case study o )tsq ver. Both wanted to be sure that Linda, as-project.

director-designa e, understood Bill would_be reporting only discussions

'relating directly to the process of needs assessment.
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At this point, Sandy Dawes, the project coordinator, joined the

group. Jay turned the conversation to the business at hand by reviewing

his proposed agenda. He talked with Sandy and Linda about project goals

and objectives, especially as they related to technical assistance needs.

Sandy said she believed they were pretty much on schedule with respect

to meeting project goals. Linda, while making contributions from time

to time, deferred to Sandy for answers to Jay's questions about specifix

'project details. Alan contributed to the conversation in some detail,

especially on the topics of staff capabilities, implementation .of the

data system, and relationships with the public school system. Jay pro-

vided "gentle direction" as he kept the discussion focused on technical

assistance needs.

This-lneeting-of key staff members apparently marked their first

opportunity to discuss the entire scope of the project, and they were

all eagef participants. In fact, Alan and Jay had timed the Weeds

assessment to provide assistance to Linda as she prepared to assume the

director's position. Alan and Jay saw *two advantages. First, the needs

assessment would provide an opportunity for transmitting decision-making

authority from Alan to Iinda. Alan and Jay had agreed that Linda's

understanding of project needs and priorities would determine the year's

technical Assistance. While agreeing in principle,to t se goals, jay

was aware that transitions are seldom easy and that h. role as facili-

tator might well require extra sensitivity to the needs and feelings of

a

the personalities involved. As the session ended and Alan and Linda re-

turned to the college to attend to academic duties,, Jay reflected with

pleasure that the first meeting seemed to have gone well.

t'
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After lunch, Jay had a len y conversation with Sandy Dawes. They

reviewed some of the project goals in further detail, especially thoSe

relati g to outcomes and,to,publishing project materials. Jay encour-
.

aged Sandy to talk of her feelings, as project coordinator, about the

transition of project leadership that was soon to occur. Sandy said she

wauld miss Alan's dynamic leadership but she had great respectfor

Linda's professional talents and had good feelings about the project and

staff in general. She was looking ahead in a positive way.

At 3 o'clock Jay's schedule called for an interview with Marilyn

Green, the Ooject's new occupational therapist. Marilyn began by say-

ing she was still.in the process of learning. At first she questioned

the data-collection requirement% of the job, but she had become accus-
.

tomed to the task and had come to realize that the data not only helped
--
her to do her jaaJbut helped parents and teachers as well. Jay encour-

aged Marilyn to share her feelings with other Staff members. Marilyn

was not sure she understood how her work as occupational therapist git

into the overall project curriculum. Jay noted that her'concerns, along

with those of other staff, would be considered as the technical

assistance agreement took shape.

Beginning about 3:30 and for the remLnder of the afternoon, Jay

talked with Alan, who had just returned from the College, anMandy.

Jay described the needs expressed by other staff and eliaited additional

canents from Alan and Sandy. During their far-ranging discussion,

.questions were raised about passing along to new staff members the

knowled44.-others had acquired from last year's technical assistance.

Underlying the entire discussion was the issue of project continuation

r\
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after the three-year demonstration funding ended.

Summirizing their discussion, the group agreed that the project's

needs appeared to fall into three general categories:

1. Data handling; tore precisely, the deveropment of a format for
storing collected data

Staff development; especially for new staff, and in preparation
for JDRP review

3. Project continuation; especially in two areas, the continuation
of services to children and parents for children who would no
longer be eligible for project assistance, and the continuation
of the project as a model for service delivery

After they had reviewed, revised, and clarified for themselves the needs

that had been expressed, Jay said he would loOk over the material he.had

obtained and wo4d prepare more formal statemetts for use the next day.

Day Two

The first item on Jay's agenda this morning'was a conversation with

)Anne Newton, one of the prescho 1 teachers whom he had not yet had an

opportunity to interview in. depth. Anne noted that projIpt,plans called

for preschool eachers to work occasiónallY in the infant classroom, a

cause of cOncern for her since her prior experience had been with older

children. Jay listened carefully, and took notes on Anne's discussion
,.

of her staff development needs.

Jay's next appointment was with Eloise,Jacobs,.the school principal.

.31

In beginning this meeting, Jay'asked "What would you do, if you were in

Linda's or Sandy's place, about project continuation?" Eloise expressed
2

concern over her limited involvement with the project, esPecially since

Project.Co-Op was housed in the school for which she was responsible.

She wanted to offer her teachingland administrative expertise to the
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project so that .she could become an ally in its continuation effort.

Eloise believed that recently scheduled monthly meetings with dandy

Dawes had heIrd- put school-pro"ject relations on a more positive foot-

ing. Jay asked if he might share her concerns with Linda Voland, the

project's director-designate, and Eloise consented.

Havifig spoken her mind, Eloise said that she had positive feelings

About continuing the project, and she hoped that in making continuation

plans, the project Staff would work with her to incorporate their pro-

gram as an integral part of the school's operation. Midway through

their conversation, Jay and Eloise were joined by Jean Sellers, who had

served as project coordinator the pTevious year. jean suggested that

the school administratioes mainmielftcern about continuation would be its

cost. She thought the project should prepare a detailed cost analysis

of the program components that had been supported by, project funds.

ThroughOut their discussion, both Eloise and Jean expressed the hope

that means could be found to continue the project when federal funding

ended.

Linda VoIand arrived as Jay concluded his meeting with Eloise and

Jean. Jay was glad to have a few minutes to speak privately with the

director-designate, and to ask her about her feelings concerning the

transition and the project in general. Her principal concern, Linda

.said, was the impact of staff turnover,on :the project's succesp. There

had lready been soma key staff changes, and she was very Much concerned

that several other staff members were at a point where a,career change

might be expected. Then Jay reported to Linda on his Abeting with

Eloise and Jean. He indicated that.there appeared to be an opportunity

4
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to develop a better working relationship, noting that Sandy had already

initiated regular meetings with Eloise. Jay and Linda explore addi-..

tional strategies that might help Eloise to be part of the project team.

Sandy Dawes arrived, as Jay and Linda were reviewing the needs ex-

pressed by project staff. The three proceeded to work on completing the

technical asaistancekagreement form. Alan Adams entered the cirference

room while they were working but left in a few minutes, and the new pro-

/
ject director, the coordinator, and the needs assessor continued the

process of making decisions

After reviewing all of

three agreed to. limit 'their

tance:

about technical assistance fo5 the year.

the needs expressed by staff members, the

discussion to four items of technical as4s-

1. Assistance in planning for continuation of services to ohildren

and parents when federal funding ended

2. Assistance in preparing-a cost analysis', with emphasis on the
component dealing with infants and their parents

3. Assistance in developing a format for data management, i.e.,'

student'data and parent progress data

4. Assistance in sending selected staff to a JDRP workshop

During formulation of the still tentative technical assistance agreement,

Jay's experience as a TADS coordinator proved especially helpful. He

was able to keep a running estimate of the costs and to let the others

know whether their requests were liely to be within Availabae resources.

By thig time it was early afternoon, and Sandy and Linda needed

time to att ria to project business. Jay revisited other staff in their

i
classrooms and talked individually with Anne Newton and Sue Wilson 4

(preschool teachers), Margaret Martin (teacher of infants), an4..Janice

Bloom, who had joined the staff in the, fall as an aide/busdriv. Their



discussions, focusing on Jay's previous meetings with them, Confirmed.

that their needs had been reported accurately.

After the children left for.the day, the entire staff gathered in

the conference room to review the two days' work. Jay reported, for

Linda and Sandy, the results of his meetings with individual staff
of 4
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members, in each case asking the staff member's permission to report the

conversation and confirmation that his report was accurate: Jay also

sought confirmation from Linda and Sandy that individual staff needs had

indeed been noted. Some problem solving ardOnd individual needs

occurred at this time.

Jay had several reasons for his careful and thorough discussion of

staff members' needs. First, he believed that the previous,year:s con--

flict during the needs assessment had been due in large part to compe-

tition between line staff and administration for limited technical
0

assistance resources. Although he sensed that the conflict was not

pvesent,this year, he*believed a fair hearing of each person's needs

would help minimize conflict during the project's transition period.

Second, he knew that the new agreement would almost exclus vely serve

administrative needs, and he wanted to demonstrate TADS' oncern for

line staff needs as well. Third, he believed that reso ution of

individual needs would improve overall project functi ning and morale.

Returning to the proposed agreenient, Jay noted that the project's

leaders had needed to make decisions about priorities. He then went

.over each item in the tentative agreement and asked for feedback. The

staff,appeared to be comfortable with the decisions that had been made,

and several-volunteered to participate in various project activities

79
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Such as continuation and evaltation. Jay concluded the'session by ex-

pressing his appreCiation for.the tion-he.had. been given, and he

congratulated the staff collectively for their fine work.
a

The final meeting of the needs assessment was a brief session Jay

held with Linda, Sandy, and Alan who had just returned from the college.

Jay revieWed with them the total.needs assessment and affirmed their
-

understanding of the final Mike-up of the technical assistance agreement.

During their return trip to Chapel Hill, Jay told Bill Anderson, the

case study observer, that he felt the needs-assessment had One 'Well. He

belielied the tentative agreement refledted the 'true needb of-the prect,

and although it did not address indivictual staff needs directly, he be-
(

lieved the.administrative staff were alerted to the needs and would deal

with them in a planned way.

r
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a,. Iriterlude

It was early in December, and TADS staff member were assembling in

79

the conference room where they were to discuss Pro ect Co-Op's Memoran-

dum of Agreement'for technical assistance. Bob M tchell, TADS techni-,

cal assistance coordinatr for Project Co-Op, 11.0 met with Jay Arbey the

day before, and he felt he was well prepared td.partikipate in the dis-t'.

cussion. f The group talked of the needs outlined in the tentative
4.

agreement preqented by Jay. The needs appeared to be straightforward,

and TADS staff meMbers were glad that resources were available to
\

support all ofthe stated needs.
K/

The' following-priorities. would/be incorporated into a Memorandum

of Agreement:

Priority 1: Assistance in p anning for continuation of-project4

services to sev rely/profoundly handicapped children
and their pare ts by the public schools

Priority 2: Assistance in, etermining the costs of the ,projectls
services to children and services to parents

Priority 3:

Priority 4:

Assistance in
project data

Assistance in
process

developing a management system for

obtaining.information 'about the JDRP

Bob suggested that Marti Brown be considered as consultant for

project continuation, Priority 1. Marti had led a similar project

several years ago; that project not only had been continued but was

still groWing and prospering. She was nowa full-time ;teaching and

research professor in the northeast, but she maintained regular advisory

contact with the project she had started.

The grbup decided that TADS staff member Travis Morgan would be .

an excellent choice of consultant for Priority 2, cost analysis. Travis



had performed this function for a number. Of HCEEPt projects in the past.

Jay Arbey repOted that he had already mailed to Linda Voland copieS of

three articles on cost anai4ysis 9f HCEEP projects, one of the activities

listed-under Priority 2. The articles would be useful as Lackground

material for the consultation.

Concerning Priority 3, setting up a data management system, the

group'discussed a number of possible consultants. Donald Minton, a

university faculty meMber from the same state who was well known in the

fielcot.program evaluation, was euggested 4s an excellent resource.

Hursel COnway and'Bob Mitchell agreed to discuss this consultation fur-

ther at a later time.. Priority 4, learning about the JDRP' process, was

to be met by supporting the costs of one projeict staff member to attend

a small group workshop on JDRP.

During the next two days, Bob Mitchell prepared the Memorandum of

Agreement, obtained the necessary TADS signatures, and mailedh.t.ba-Aage-

ment to Linda Voland for project approval. About.a montIllater, after the

holidays were over, Bob received the signed agreement from Lindatogetber

with the preparation forms fOr two of the priorities, assistance in

planning for continu ion of.servkces,(Priority 1) and assistance in

develoPing a data management system (Priority 3). After discussing the

Priority 3 preparation form with Hursel Conway, TADS evaluation spe-cial-
.

ist, Bob agreed to call Linda to clarify some of her responses on the

form before fal selection of the consultant to assit the Project in

developing the data management system.

A couple of days later, Bob met.again with Hursel Conway and with

TADS staffmembers Travis Morgan, Carol-Turner, and Jay Arbey concerning
40
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project continuation. Jay reported in some detail on the way in which,

the need had-come to be expressed during the needs assessment. The
,

.group discuOed the desirability of euggesting,.to the próject that a

public/sChool ...representative be invited to participate in the coneulta-.

tion, since the project, if it were to continue, would do so under the

aegis Of the public school sSrstem.. The names of several consultants ,

were suggested by Travis, Carol, and Hursel to be added to the one Bob

himself had suggested. Jay stated his opinion that the consultant

-
should be someone who was familiar with the type of setting ifi which

Project Co-Op operated. He pointed out that the project.administrative

staff were concerned that seeking continuatioh funding should not,in'any

way detract from the good relationship they were tryingPtO develop with

the school system.

Alp

Sinde the travel costs of sending consultants to ,ProjectCo-Op

gould be relatively high for Prioritibes 1 and 3, thegroup agreed tliat

the two should be considered concurrently. That is, if a Consultant for

one activity could be located fairly close at hand,.it Would be pOssible

to look farther afield for someone to help with-the other.

AbOUtten days later, Bob received q call from Linda Voland con-
.

cerning posS'ible dates for consUltations on Priorities 1 and 3. Bob and

Linda agreed that the preferred dates would be mid-February for data

management and mid-March for project continuations Over the neXt-
0

. ,

several days BOb talked' with both Lihda Voland and Marti Brown concern-

, .

ipg Marti's serving as.consultant for project Continvtion. Dates for
# * ,

. 0, a a

'the consultation were confirmed; an d arrangemertts Were made'far the two
,

to communicate,witheach other 4rectly. Bob alai; arranged for Donald
4
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Minton to talk directly with Linda ail'out the data management consulta-

tion. Linda reported the results of that conversation a couple of weeks
'

later. She had met with Don and with Terry Price, whoM Don had sug-

gested as the consultant._ Since Terry's participation was agreeable to

both,Terry and Linda, Bob asked Linda to make the logistical arrange-

ments directly with Terry and to let Bob know when the consultation date
#

was set; Two weeks later, Linda called Bob Vo say that Terry would

arrive at 'Project Cojop *the next day. Linda had just reMembered that

, she had neglected to notify'Bob of the arrangements she had made. After

her call, Bob immediately called Terry to confirm the consultation ar-

rangements and to obtain Terry'S permission to participat in the case

:study. .

Now, thought Bob as he signedlitthe letter of confirmation to Terry,

,all of his arrangements were complete for the project continuation and

(,
data management technical assistance. Arrangements for-cost analysis

. and JDRP cotad come later.

N.
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On-Site Consultation: Project Continuation

, bay One,

Marti Brown looked forward to her two-day visit to Project Co-Op;

ehe project was in a position'she'remembered well. Midway through their
Y-, .

funding cycle, Marti,and,her Staff had faced a similar needto reach

4
some early decisions About projet Continuation. Yesterday Marti had

,

discussed with Sandy Dawes, Project Co4Op's coordinator and a teacher of

infants, a proposed ageAda she had received from Linda Voland, the pro-

ject director. Marti had suggested some changes, principally:to mini-

mize the time she would spend in individual meetings with project staff.

o
She was afraid that,program concerns, curridulum, and,the like would be-

.

come the focus of individual conversations and, although those.were

topics she would like to talk about, her purpose in visiting the prpject

was somewhat different. ,She hoped she would be able to focus.staff
/

discussions on a series of questions:

What is meant by continuatipn of Project Co-Op, and what are
its parameters?

, A

Does continuation mean briang a new philosophy to'the schools?
Does:it mean staff employm4;it? Curriculum materials? Some of
each?

The early part of Marti's agenda called for 'meetings with'staff in smalA

groups and ihdividually, if necessary. Thes-e meetings would provide

Marti with detailed information about all aspects of project operations.

' She wanted to create an accurate picture of thecomponents so she could
%

'help the staff; especially Linda and Sindy, formulate approaches to
7

continuation that would have the best thence of,success.
,*

The first session began shortly after 9 O'clock-in thebonference
I .

1a
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%

ruomwhereMartimetwithMargaretMartinAteacher of infants), Marilyn

Green (occupational therapist), and Sandy Dawes (teacher of infants and

project coordinator). The positions occupied bY these three, together

with half of Linda Voland's time as project director, represented the

bulk of the positions funded by HpEP and, efore, the portion of the

program for which continuation funding was needed. For several minutea

Marti asked and received answers to questions about where-the project

children came from, how many (especially infanesl were enrolled, what

days of the week they caMe-to Oak Ridge SchOol, how groups of children
"

differed, what staff members held whaeproject responsibilities, and

4

what additional services (e.g., speech and language therapy, social ser-
.

vices) were available. Marti also asked how the staff dealt with

parents of Project children and with labels, such as "retarded," that :

+ A

were often heard applied to such children.
"6.

Jean Sellers, former prdject coordinator-and now a member of the
,..

11tschool system's administrative) taff, joined the group at'8:30, bringing

with her a graduate student intern attached to her offiCe. Marti
s. ,714

quickly brought Jean into the conversation by asking about'the overall

management of handicapped children in the school system. Jean,descrIbed.

the placement of children with differenthandicaps at different school

sites. In response to Márti's questions, she traced how the,chi,ldren

were*cared for'and where. She pointed out that school eligibility rules
, ,

did not apply to.the birth to 2-year-old4..population, and noted that

PUblic3lealth was the agency mandated td serve fhese veyy young-children:

,

As Jean responded to Marti's questions,.Marti sketched out a profile in

.schematic form ok the mays children were served 0 the community,

#



When Margaret. Martin and Marilyn Green retu ed to their classrooms

(Iat 9:45, Marti continued her discussion with Jean about possible sources

, of continuation funds. She described her experiences in:the project she

directed, and ,tipord of how personnel had.looked carefully at their ap-

proach and what theytere doing in preparing to continue beyond the

demonstration period. Jean noted that historically the public schools

. had always picked,up.Specially funded proiects, but the system.was now

facing an egenomic situation that made it necessary for Project to-Op to

I.
have the type of help Marti was providing. Their discussion contirid

'for another half an hour, with occasional comments from Sandy about what

might be possible with respect to continuation and the attendant

ramifications.

Linda Voland joined the meeting, as Sandy left briefly to see if

parents had arrived for a special session of the support;group. Marti

continued to review her own experiences, and pointed but that the prin-
. -A

0, if 111.

cipal question her staff had asked was "What is quality service, a- how

is it distiguished from quanti4ative measures?" Marti suggested this

was a question for'Project Co-Op"tb pursue as well.

At 10:40, all'of the members of the parent support group had ar-'

.rived for th4r meeting. Before the staff left, Marti was introduced

' and gave a brief talk, encouraging the parents to participate in

. influencing continuation of the project..

After visiting momentarily in the infant class, 'Marti, Linda, and
0

Sandy moved to the projett office to, continue their discussion, includ-.

ing some minpr changes-to 'the agenda. Linda was anxious for th rest

of,the staff to hear from Marti about the-project she had'di eáted, Ad
2
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they agreed to agenda changes making that possible.

The three continued their discussion for the rest of the morning.

First, Martitreviewei.what she sensed to be the realities of the situa-

-

tion, what ,the real costs were, and what it would be reasonable to expect

the school,system to Absorb. Once a6ain the asked what was meant by con- ,

tinuation. Linda's and Sandy's responses were in terps of pecple; 'what

staff members would need to be picked up for the projIct to continue.

Marti also asked in a rhetorical sense how the model could be continued.

She noted the similarity betwee,n her experience and Project Co-Op's with

respect to what had tO be picked-up, and reminded them of Jean's state-
.

ment on the hisidory of continuing projects l6Cally. They all agreed

that the,cilimate underscored by the current'econdmic situation was aif-
w

ferent froM the, circumstances present when the project had been planned

two years efore. They concluded the morning session with a considers-
,

tion of p litical strategies that might be workable and strategies that

mdght mak project continuation possible.without additional funding

from the gchool system.
,

).

After lunch, harti, Linda, and Sandy began their afternoon sessio9

by reviewing the services to children and'parents already provided by

the schDo1 sYstem and those add4d as a result of the prdject!,s work.
-0.

They b gan, to explore strategies for describing project activities in

cdmparison to the activities already proVided, by the school system.

' Marti'guided the discussion by asking questions that would compare pro-
-

, ject,activitied with those of the sChool sYstem. She,also asked how

Jean s and her skills cduldPbe brought,into a closer working re-

lationshi th the-project: Lengthy' consideration also was given to
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the make-up of thesadvisory council and how that group could be enlisted

to help with continuation. From time to time, Marti stopped the dis-

cussion to review where they were in their thinking and which approaches

might best influence the.school'IN.rd and administration.

The afternoon's discusion concluded with an exploration of addi-

tional alternatives for project continuation, botimiunding and adminis-

brative considerations. For example, the possibilitY was mentioned that
4

°EPSDT funds might be available, and that some of,Sandy's coordination

duties might be gradually shifted to Eloise Jacobs, the school princi-

; 4
pal, during the last 4r of the project.

That evening, Marti attended a meeting of the project's advisory

council. She was introduced by Linda VOlahd to the group which con-
,

-

sisted of a parent, a representative from the State Departme of Educe-
.

tion, and a physician. Project staff attending included Margaret Martin

(teacher of infants) , Marilyn Green (occupational therapist); Linda

Voland (project director), Sandy Dawes (teacher of infants and project

coordinator), and Eloise Jacobs ;principal (A Oak Ridge School). Linda

outlined fbr the group the purpose of Marti's visit and the anticipated

outcomes. In a brief presentation, Marti reviewed what she considered
s

to be the importance of constituent groups such as parents and advisory-
/

councils. She'suggested a number of strategies.the council might adopt.

A
The group became animated over the possibility of additional funds from

the state that the'Department qf Educat*on representative,reported night

Sravailable to assist in continuation. This was new information for 4-

all of them. The remainder Of the deeting consisted of a wide-rAnging

question and answer period in which all,participated.

8
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Day Two

Marti met-at 8 a.m. with project coardinator/teacher'of infants

Sandy Dawes, teachers Sue Wilson, Anne Newton, and Margaret Martin, and

.occupaiional therapist Marilyn Green. During the hour-long session,

/

Marti described at length the project she had directed, including the

setting, the children and parents involved, and the currreuluin approach-

es. She illustrated her lomments with case examples and answered

numerous questions frdin the staff:

4#
After the staff left for their daily classroom duties, Marti met

with Eloise Sacobs. The two reviewed.the advisory council session and

discussed approaches tocontinuation. Eloise noted that she had never

before'had topbe political in seeking cOntinuation of projects, and ex-

pressed some concerns about that role. Eloise then led the discubsiop

into consideration of the concept of least restrictive environment (LRE)

for handicapped children. She felt that all was being.done that could

be for most of the children ajtending her school: She supported the

LRE concept, howeyer,- and had ideas about hOW it could be accomplished

better. Marti and Eloise exchanged thoughts about the possible conse-
.

'aquences of LRE and Marti suggested strategies that might overcome°

ElOise16 reservations. Marti attempted to shiftthe,disdussion to the

7

political strategies required for-continuation, but Eloise wanted to -'

'pursue LRE further. Eloise,noted there was a 'need to address the issue

of school staff's feeling they were the only-ones who could deal with

f

-

"theie:children. She thought this was a largely unconscious effort of

staff to! II protect" the-children, but it was an issue that required

k

resolution befere'further'LRE could take place. During this conversation,

.11

0

9 0
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Eloise asked Marti for a rationale concerning proqramming for birth to

t-year-olds in LRE settings.

Jean Sellers joined them at 10 o'clock and Marti suggested it might-

be poisible throughout the school system to pursue LRE.first with

1

severely and profoundly handicapped children. Jean said sihe didn't

4

think principals would accept the idea, and noted that state regulations

were somewhat passive; if parents wanted LRE for their children, the

,* children could leave a center-based program for integrated classes and

openings had to be provided. Midway in the discussion, Eloise left to
r

attend to other duties.

**-

Linda Voland, the project director, joined Marti and Jean at 10:30,

and introduced Arthur Andrews, the school system's assistant)superinten-

dent for special education who was Jean's immediate supervisor. Reply-
.;

ing to,questions from Artpur and Jean, Marti reported informally on

elements of her project. At land. request, She discussed a study on

the lengtiof instruction time actually provided in 21/2-hour, 4-hour, and

6-hour progr The study had.revealed that the actual amount of in-

structional time remained about the,same for all of the programs.

There followed' a lengthy discussion about funding and cost-per-child

issues. Marti reported the statement of the representative frqp the .

State Department of Education concerning possible state funds. Both )

Arthur and Jean were surprised and questioned the accuracy of the state-

ment, since neither had heard about it before. Comments were made &bout

what might beepossible for continuing Project CO-Op in relation to other

established projects within the school system.

Marti shifted the discu.ssi6 to the LRE issue, offering suggestioris
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on how to break down barriers to More positive thinking. She included

comments that led to a brief exploration of values related to LRE.

Through asking direct questions concerning the issue, Jean shifted the

discussion to the problem, of project continuation. Alternative locations

%

for the program were considerech Qn theeubject of private funds, Arthur

reported that the school system already used private funds for sothe pro-

gramt, including special education projects. Aroughout the remainder

of he morning sessiOn, Marti was particulary supportive of the efforts-

A
taking place, while at the same time keeping gentle pressure on for more

creative thinkingonthe subject' of cqptinuation.

Following 4 break for lunch, Li a, Sandy, and Marti reviewed the

-discussions that had taken place over theccourse of the consultation,

with Marti focusing the conversation on five major issues she hadidenti-

fled:
11-1

1. The need for project stafto define'their conteptof coptinu-
atioA'more precisely. The question remained, continuation of

what?

2. pe need to develop a plan for involVing the school system's .
administration in preparing a process for transition of children,
in-establishing intake procedures, and in standardizing project
S,taff roles in relationship to the rest of the system.

3. The need to establish the number of children to be planned for

'under the continuation,°so thlat decisions could be made Wipoue

what model adaptations were Rossible.

4. The leed toe'define the role and make-up of the advisory council.

5. The need totidentify local, state; and private funding sources
that might be tapped for support of project continuation.

As a result ot: the'two days' discussions, Marti had charted the ad-

ministrative structure of the school system, and using that as a guide,
9

V
_

she raised questiOns with Linda and 'andy.about which adanistr ve or
* ..'
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program element in the school system they wished to identify with in/the

future. Sie pointed out the parametere surrounding project continuation

for both the birth to 2-year-olds and the 2- to6-year-old group., The

parameters included.service level and intensity, staff (who and how

many) , philosophy, and model (including curriculum, data collectiOn',

criteria for students, and parent invo;rment). Marti emphasized the

importance of deciding what was acceptable ancrwhaf wasn't with respect

to the parameters. She also cautioned about power issues that might

.4 )arise'when the transition from the.project's'present status as.a demon-,

stration program,to an ongoirig school-system service took place.

Marti gave Linda and Sandy an oppo'rtunity to review other issues

that- had come up during the consultation, and suggested that they iden-,

tify both restraining and facilitating forces that.might act'upon their

, ability to:5 move the project forward as they wanted'. The discqrsion

Included With a look at timeframe required for completing varioUs

tasks and making needed decisions relative to project continuation,

including deadlines that would heed to be imposed: The group parted

with expressions of appreciation for the consultation.

On the drive to the airport, Marti reflected pn the events of the,

,

two daYs. She was generally'satisfied with thejessions and was en-,

coura d by the ci.lication and competence of project staff. She hopftiPCs

.,
that w,, hat she hati off d would be useful. She.gave some 'thought tore f

whether she should hZe,been mare directive in helping staff develop a

(---point-by-point plan of action. After further consideration, however,

she believed her conscious decision had been correct, to go wily as far

ias heling the group structure alternatives and raising,questions that '
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needed to be addressed. With the background the had now, the staff

members themselves were equipped to develop their own approach to the

problems of proiect continuation.
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On-Site Consultation: Data Management

Bob Mitchell was reviewing his notes on Project Co-Oets data manage-

men% consultation. Bill Anderson, the case study observer, had not been

able to observe the data management consultation, and Bob was to meet

with Bill in a few minutes to brief him on the project's technical

assistance fdt this need.

Terry Price had reported to Bob that he met wi,th Ken Stevens, the.

_project-evaluator, for one day in February to review the types of data ,

that'had been collected by the project over the past year and a half.

Terry had found there was considerable information available,. and-he,
0 .

left the first meeting with coPies of project forms containing baseline'

data, intervention data, and follow-Up data for both the children's and

.

parents' involvement component f the-project. Over the next few

weeks, Terry had developed a fornat ,for summarizingthe daily child and

parent record data in a consistent manner. Be had also prepared sug-,

gestions for statistical procedures to be lweed in'analyzing the data,

andghad ilustrated the.procedures'with dummy data.,

On April 9th, about six weekS'after their:first meeting, TerrYlhad
r

spent a second ddy with Ken going over his recomMendations. Terry also

reported that he had,a later telephone cOnversAion with Ken concerning

some detailed applications of the statistidal-procedures, He expected

to follOw up lat7 to gee'if 'further assistance was needed,. c,

This was the first time Terry had served as a tADS consultant,. and

his reaction was gate favorable. He was Complimentary about his con-
,

t'acts with,5ADS, and exprgssed the opiniionthat TADS had done.a good

job of following through With:its responsibilities tO him as consultant.
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Interlude

The Project Co-Op consultations on project continuation and dataw

management had been cOncluded, and Bob Mitchell (TADS technical assissi-

r

tance coordinator for the proje6t) noted with satisfaction that both

consultations appeared toTave been successful. Comments on Linda--o

Voland's (project d ector) evaluatim forms indicated.there had been a
,

k 4

good match between the consultants and'the project in both cases. The

consultants seemed !to have truly understood the needs theyigere asked to

address. The project's peccaptions of the degree of suc4s generally

matched the opinions expressed by both conSultants, Marti Brown and

',Terry Price. To be sure, both the cOnsultants and the project director

. had expressed some concerns about "unfinished business," but Bob-r0Cog-
,

jlized these observation's as healthy profeSsional discontent about neier

$, .,.../.

quite reaching 100% of the goals individuals set for themselvesi
, ..

.
,

.

Withthose two consultations behind, Bcb set his focik on making the

necessary arrangements for techniCal Assistance to meet the two remaining'

needs set forth in the Memorandum of Agreement: bost analysis and pre-

'

paration for JDRP review. Initial plans had,called for the two-day cost

.analysis consultation to-take place in 4arly March,,but Linda and Bob
1

subsequently had agreed to delay the'session because of its close Proxi-
.

,
.

,

mity to the consulttions on project continuation and data management.

The cost analysis consultatidp was.delayed until May.20th and was langed
.

\a

to a one-day session. ,

Now it was early April, and Bob met with HUrsel donway (App e alu-

atioh speFialist) to discuss options for meeting the JDRP need.

1

original ptan had been for a projectstaff member to participate ih a

96
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small group meeting with persons.from other projects with a similar need.

However, there,were no other HCEEP projects interested in such a meeting

this year, and it appeared to both Hursel and Bob that two alternatives

could be offered to Project Co-Op. One was to arrange an individual

session to observe the Panel, with'one or two TADS evaluation special-

ists and a representative of the Office of Special Education (OSE). The

other alternative was to provide written information that the project

staff could use as background material to begin learning about JDRP.

In a phone call to Linda Voland, Bob learned that the project was

still very interested in JDRP.and wished to attend a Panel session if
,

possible. Working with two TADS evaluation specialigts, Hursel Conway

and Mary Smith, Bob now made arrangements for Hursel and Mary to meet in

Washington, D.C. with Linda Voland (project director), Sandy Dawes

-(project coordinator), and Ken Stevens (project evaluator). These TADS
1

and project personnel would observe a JDRP,Panel in progress and talk

ut the process-in more detail. Whey would also meet with S4san

weeney of OSE. A date was set in early summeyifor the D.C. meeting,

and Bob and Hurseragreed to divide responsibilities for making

arrangements for the trip and the\consultation.

- 9 7
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a

On-Site Consultation: Cost Analysis .

4

It was early June, three weeks after Travis Morgan's visit to

Project Co-Op, and Travis was describinglas cost analysis Consultation

.for Bill Anderson, the caee study observer. Travis reported that he had

called Linda Voland two weeks before the consultation to discuss the

nature of the technical assistance need. Linda said she had read tlie

articles Jay sent her in December but would have to read them again be-

cause they had become "cold." The two elso discussed several matters

xelating to the development of a cost analysis, including identificatiOn

of the audience to,receive'the information (the local school system per-

'sonnel would be principal recipients), the most logicatl way to break

down project combcnents for analysis, and a summary of available data

that could help in the analysis.

Although this had been his first visit to Project Co-Op, Travis had

read'the first year'.s case study report and, as a result, felt he proh-

ably knew more abbut this project than many others he had visited. The

knowledge had no appreciable effect on the consultatiOn, he reporte'd,

but overall his prior knowledge probably was an advantage, particularly

during the more generalized conversations that took place with staff

members during the day.

Travis said he had assumed the visit would be similar to other con-

sultations on the same-topic,,and so he had shared a topical agenda with

the staff. He soon realized, however, that' the agenda would not be fol-
k)

lowed. Initially, rather than de ing with development of a cost

analysis sistem, the discussion became an extension of Marti Brown's

project continuation consUltation. The entire morning focused on

Ara
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strategies fqF approaching%the school systenvabout continuati-on.'. Staff

concernkfocused on the infant prograMicomponent. This was understand-

able, since the preschool component was already supported by the, public

schools.

The afternoOn discussion had centered on)organizing a coninuat,ion

plan. During this tite, Travis noted, feelings were expressed by staff

About the inte ty of continuation--wh t were felt to be the minimum

elements required for project goals to be sustained. Travis sensed that

there was staff willIngness. to congider altering the program so that it

became entirely a home-based effort. Parent involvement, perhaps the

most imiDortant feature of trroject CO-Op, could then be continued in

substance.

Travis reported to Bill that the discussions restated in his making

several recommendations. The first duncerned the need for staff to

conceptualize alternatives for continuing the infant program so they

could judge what would be feasible 'from both prOgrammatic and cost per-r
spectives. Acceptable options could then, be presented for school system

consideration. A second recommendation was to identify additional fund-

ing sourcesrwhich could be shown together with the alternative plans.

Third, project staff should propose retaining the coordAator's role, at

least until the infant program yes well established. His fourth recomn

mendation involved demonstrating cost effectiveness of the infant pro-

gram in specific ways. Fifth, he recommewled that stiff consider_

proposing that the schools begin sutoportipg the infant teachers' salaries

during the third year of the project, using state reimbursement funds.

Finally, he suggested that the third Year of demonstration funding be

9.9
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used to make needed changes in the infant program prior to the assumption

of its sUPport by the school system.

'Travis had repeated his recommendations more formally in a follow--
T.

up letter to Linda) He also inaluded in the letter recommendations that

the project form a continuation funding task force,.which could take.the

lead in planning and implementing a campaign for funas and which would.

allow the staff to remain-in the backgroundirthat staff investigate

budgA preparation procedures and timelines fgr the school system's

1982-83 budget; and that Arthur Andrews, the school system's assistant

. superintendent for special education, be involved in the development of

continuation.plans.-

In reviewing the "sit yith Bill, Travis expressed the opinion-that

although the technical assistance agieement's statement of the need did

not appear to be.an accurate statement of the project's needs at the 1

0

tithe of the consultation, the discussions had left the'staff with a

structure for cost analysis. Recognizing that the content was similar

to that of Marti Brown's consultation, Travis- nevertheless thought that

new ground had been covered. The project staff had appeared pleas d arid

'seemed to get a notion of the "qitty gritty" strategies needed fo

viding for continuation, along with the political dimensions involved.

Travis planned to follow up his visit with A telephone call to see how

things were going.

o
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. Hursel ConWay's first telephonecall on Monday morning was from
v

.99

Bill Anderton, case study observer for Project Co-Op. pill was anxious

to hear about the trip Hursel and Mary Smith hadmadeto Washington the

week before, when they joined Linda Voland, Sandy Dawes, and Ken Stevens

in observing the Joint bisseminatibn Review Panel (JDRP) process.
9

Hursel reported that prior to the JDRP session, the ture. TADS )e
ukluation,

epecialists had visited the project briefly, and then they and thd\three

project staff membs had traveled to Washington.' The next morning.they
.

met with Susan Sweeney of the Office of Special Education (OSE).' They

hadTtalked about soine of Oe JDRP requirements in relation to overall
-

project goals and had learned about potential OSE involvement with the

process, should Project Co-pp decide to pursue JDRP approval.

From there,,the group moved on to the JDRP meeting, where two pro-

jedts were scheduled to present results of their program evaluations.

In Hursel's opinion, the principal gains from attendance at the session

were that Linda, Sandy, and Ken had an opportunity to see first hand

DOW the Panel operated, to hear the kind of questions asked of projects/

appearing before the .anel, and to observe the types of data presented.

They were able.to observe_how Panel members were helpful to the Eirei,
4

jects being reviewed, while'at the same t insisting that the quality '

of the materii51. presented meet strict standards. At the end of the

#JDRP session, the group met again with Susan Sweeney of OSE to discuss

what they had observed.

Hursel reported that he and Mary had discussed with Linda, Sandy,c:. z

, .

and Ken what would be required for Project Co-Op to cOntinue to work

41
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1

on prepariri for,JDRp rediew. Among the questions formulated by thee

group were:

Are there adequate project data available?

How much time will be required of staff?

Which staff-members tould be assigned major tasks involved in
preparing to submit the prOject for review?

What additional professional help would be.require4i

What was a realiseic timeline to develop a completed submission
prior to the end of the third year ofeproject funding?

The trip to-Washington, Hursel believed, had provided Projett Co-Op

staff members with an awareness of what was required, as well as raising

-
a nuMber of logistical questions related to the proce§s. The answers to

,

th9se4questions would come after project staff had time to consider them
0

when they returned home. BefdrJ answerid§ them, however, the Co-Op

staff realized a more basic question needed attention:

What are the advantages to Project Co-Op, in the long run, of
JDRP approval?

Hursel and Bill conclUded their telephone conversation by,agreeing

that hhey would both look fdrward to hearing what decisions the project

reached about seeking JDRP approval.

f 1 02
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The academic year was over, and Bill Anderson was interviewing.-Bob

Mitchell, TADS'coordimator, before his final visit to Project Co-pp iti

preparqion for writing his case study report. He had'read all of the

evaluation'reports written by project 'staff and consultants on the tech-

nical assistance events, and now he read the End-of-Year Survey

completed by Linda Volahd that Bob had just hande4 to him.

Linda reported that TAD'S, had contributed a great deal to the pro-

ject's in the four areas of technical assistance% She believed
a
.TADS' most significant positive impacts had been in the areas of project

documentation and record-ke0ingr, planning for project continuation, and

financial plahning. -No negative iMpipcts were indicate0 on the Survey,

Overall,.Linda rated her satisfaction with theoyear's technical assis-

tance as "excelleht." She conclVed the Survey with the comment:

A The TADS people have been wonderfully supportive of my role in this
first year and helped ease my transition into,the directorship.
The consultants they provided were'excellent and have made a sig-
niiicant difference in the operation of thekproject. I havieeap-
preciated their rOle.and lcsok forward to an-other year of assócia-
tion with them.

4
had been a fairly straightforward TADS/project relationship this

,
year, sal Bob. His.involvement with the project had been routine. A

nuMber of ADSstaff members had be" assigned to provide technical

assistance, in addition to two outside consultants, but Bob did not

consider this unusual. The nature of.the project's.n,peds,were such thatl

the required expertise was available among-TADS staff. All in all,-Bob

thought the project's needs had not bepn difficult tO'define, and he
4

believed the project had received'satisfactory assistance from him and'

103
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from TADS. Bob was pleased that his first year of associat4pn with
/

Proiect Co-Op had gone,so well.

A
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E. logu

Bill Anderson had just arrived at ak Ridge School for his final

meeting of the yell/. a6 TADS case study o server for Project Co-Op. 1ft

was greeted by Sandy Dawes, projectcoOrdinator,vand Ken Stevens, pro-

ject evaluator. For several minutes, Sandy, and Ken chatted About their

work since Bill's last visit and About some of the chilaren and parents

whom Bill had' come to know oAr the past two years. When they met with

Linda Voland, the project director, in the project office, Linda brought

Bill up to date on recent project activities. Then the grelep turnea

. their attention to the effects of the year's technical assist nce from

TADS.
a

Overall, their reaction was positive. There was some concernolier :

the need to coMpress the four technical assistance activities Alto a

relatively shortlkeriod of time, from mid-February to mid=June. They

believed it might have been better to spread the consultations over a4

longer period. The group suggested that an earlier date for the needs

assessment might be helpful for second- and third-year projects, and

Bill noted that this was in contrast to the project's belief, during the

first year, that the needs assessment had come too early,.

A number of actions had been taken following information, or sug-

.gestions obtained from the technical assistance eyents. For exaMple,

Ken had been Able to te4st the data management systemsleveloped by con-
,

-

sultant Terry Price as part of an assignment for a graduate course he

hacltaken during the spting semester. Ken shared with the group some of

the computer print-out material already produced, and indicatelithat the

system seemed to be working well.

10 5
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C Another project activity was enlargement of the advisory council.

Plans had been made to asseMble grbup scion to define their rOle more

explicitly. In addition, Sevdral persons had,beek4dentified to serve '

as members of a task force on continuation funding.

Sandy, Ken, and Linda had all attended the meeting in Washington,

D.C. to observe the JDRP process. They agreed that the opportunity to

observe the Panel in-action was exciting. Ken was looking.closely at

year-end project data.that had just become available. The results, of

the data analysis would have a great deal of influence pn their decision

about whether to pursue JDRP approval.

Project continuation was the major focus of dchnical assistance\ ,

daring the year, either directliNor indirectly. Linda noted, however,

t,
that continuation depended i large measure on school-syStem decisions_

Over wAich the prpject had little control. For example, at present the

school system's administration wap -considering alternative uses of Oak

Ridge School, such as making it an early childhood center. There had

been a time in the spring when, Linda said, she had sensed feelings of

ambivalence about the direction the school system wanted to take wIth

Project Co-Op; but she believed recent feedback was much more positive,

espeeially from Jean Sellers. In additiOn, Linda thought her meetings

on several occasions with Arthur Andrews had been worthwhile. As assis7

tant,superintendent in charge of special education, Arthur'had been
-

Able to give Linda information on preparing budgets, including schedules
4.

,-to be followed,, and facts and figures related to methods.used by the

school system in estimating costs. Linda said she wouldn't have known
411\

to ask for this information had it not been for the technical assistance

.
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the project pad received. She was following other recommendations by
4

'trying to.Aetermine ways to turh over some of the project's operations

to the sChool system at°an earlyidate., One itek (administratlye trans-

fer of the project's infaht teachers V) the school system during the

thir,a year of demonstration) had been explored; however, the length of

e required by school-system procedures to make the changes 'meant that

is coUld not be aCcomplished before the pext school year Legan, and

the idea had been dropped.
_

The f,inal topic the group diScussedwas changes in project persop-
.N\

nel. Sandy Dawes had been offered and had accepted a graduate,fellow-

ship at a university in another state. This Was an opportunity to

undertake doctoral studies that Sandy could not refuse, and she would be

leaving at the end of the summer. Linda and the project staff had

discussed what personnel changts woutd be required when Sandy left.

They had agreed that Sandy'se_ities as project coordinator.could be

divided between Marilyn Green (occupational therapist) and Margaret

Martin (teacher of infants). Another,teacher of infants would be

employed to replace Sandy's half-time teaching responsibilities, and

in fact, a lilsely Candidate had already been identified. The staff

believed this arrangement would 1.ave the project in a strong Operating4

position for the third demonstration year. It would also facilitate

-

'the project's transition into the school system, if continuation was

the decision finally reached.

As they ended their Meeting, Bill thanked the group fox their

cooperation. He expressed his appreciation for the work they were doing

and said he belieired he now had all -.he information he needed to Write

. his second year's report on the case study of Project Co-Op.
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SECTION V

'It
,

THE RESULTS :.- A SUMMARY ,OF THE "LEARNINGS"
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7 fn Section 1, four'questions were listed which provided the frame-
,

work for the case study and guided the observations. The questions

we.re:

1. What clidnt characteristics affect technical assistance?

2. What technical assistance provider characteristics affect
the technical assistance?

3. What characteristics of the technical assistance events
themselves influence the assistance?

4. What are the outcomes, effects, and/or impacts of technical
assistance?

It is the purpose of this section to provide answers to these questiont,

based on the case reports, for this second year of the study.

In the first year of the study, emphasis Was placed on identifying

the characteristics of the cliehts and the consultants who provided

technical assistance. For the second year, emphasis was placed on the

consultants who provided technidal assistanqe, the TADS coordinators

who arranged and facilitated each technical assistance tervice, and the

technical assistance services themselves. The intent was to obtain for

each question more in-depth information which could be summarized and

synthesized when the study was completed.

Before proceeding with discussion of the results, several cautions

must be noted. First, the observations were confined to two projects

in their second year of operation, a sample, that does not permit
11

generalization. Second, as a result of their prior experience and

orientation, the observers had well-established personal values and

biases which may 13e reflected in their reports. The same bias may have

been present in those who analyzed and identified the results of the

study. Third, as comprehensive as the case reports may be, they cannot
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represent a total picture of the projects, the consultalts, or the

te'chnical assistance provided. Everything could not be observed and

rec9rded; thete are omissions in'the,"stories," some of which may have

been critical to the process.

These cautiohs, indeed the very nature and purpose of caSe studies

themselves, make it necessary to consider the results presente4 here

as tentative. They are plausible hypotheses Which may prove useful in
t.

future research.
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Question 1: What Client Characteristics Affect

Technical Assistance?

The results for this question appeared to cluster naturally into

three categories: (a) the overall project, (b) administration, and

(c) staff.

Overall Project

Many variables could be included in this category. It encompasses

,theocontext and environment in which the project operates as well as

specific events, aPProaches, organizational structuirs,_ and communica -

tion patterns which permeate the entire project. For this year, three

major variables were identified.

Major disruptions at the project. Any event or series oi events

which interrupts or advesely affects a program and/or its personnel

also affects the technical assistance. In Project Early Start, there

was a strike at theschool in which the project operated. The strike

affected all of the staff and resulted in many delays in project opera-

tion due to the loss of staff, the need to hire and orient new staff,

and the need to rebuild working relationshipS and confidence. As a

result, there was no opportunity for personal.contact between project

staff and TADS before technical assistance was provided. As will be

Aoted in subsequent discussions, this affected thP interactions between

TADS and the project throughout the year. In delaying project operation,

the strike also.delayed technical assistance. he needs assessment was

not conducted until January, which compressed.the amount of time

aVailable for providing technical assistance.
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Developmental status of the project., The extent to which a project
P

is organized and'operational affects the type and amount of technical

assistance that is appropriate and eective. Project Early Start,

.because of the strike, was nearly back at,the status-of a first-year

-project-when they tegan their second year. Evidence from the case Study

and comments from the project coordinaeq suggest that the technical
0

0

assistance provided to Project-Early Start was nat modified appropri-

ately 'for this 'uniqt;e' situation. On the other h'and, Project. Co-Op, in

spite of numerous changes in personnel, maintained sufficieht consistency

to continue smooth project development. Modifications in the needs

assessment, i.e. conducting/Of the needs assessment by the previous TADS

tebhnical assistance coordinator, were made to ensure a smooth transfer
$71,

within TADS and to enhance project development by providAng a link .or

"bridge" between the former and new project directorsi.

(, Autonomy. The extent to which project personnel have control'over'

decision-making and actions affecting their operation affects both the

project and the technical assistance. Personnel in botil Early Start

and Co-Op were very concerned about securing funds to continue :their

programs4 and they sought technical assistance to a,,yem in their

efforts. It was not project personnel, however, but the fiscal agen-

cies in which they were located that-had final- control over continuation

funding decisions, and project staffs had-to include in the teChnical

assistance the administrators in the agency which had final say in

continuing the project. This occurred ih both cases.
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Project administrati§n appears to be a critical element in the
. .

Ydesign, oonduct, and outeome of technical assistance. Several variables

rela ed tO administration were identified.in the cases.f

Change in project leadership. ,In both Early Start and Co-op, pro-

0ject leaders left the projects after the Eirrst year and new leaders were

hired. For the Aew project directors, there was a need to follow the
.

former director's ideas and plans as stated in the project prdposal

while at tHe same ,time bringing personal ideas and styles into the situ-
.

ation. For example, Linda VOland, at Co-Op, spent time and the resource;

of technical,assistance to.eXilore the feasibility of seeking JDRP

validation--a new procedu're for her but a goal of the former project

director. In both projects, the new leadership had limited or no

experience 'with technical assistance. There is evidence in the case

reports that when orientation to technical assistance was provided for

,a leader, it enhanced the technical assistance, while lack of

orientation was somewhat problematic.

Role/resPonsibility differentiation. The extent to which leader-

ship roles and responsibilities are differentiated influence's both

project operation and certain types of technical assistance. For ex-

ample, in Project Early Start Bill Roland, who was the fiscal agency

director and project d,irector, was responsible for continuation funding.

His apparent lack of direct action and vagueness about plans made Harry

NewMan, the project coordinator, feel responsible for this function as

However, Harry did not have the authority to seek or secure funds
0

1 1 3

0%.
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-

for the program, but because he was closest to it he felethe greatest

pressure. This dilemma caused difficulties during the technical hssi$-

tance in continuation funding. On the otheehand, in Project Co-Op, Alan

Adams, the first -year' project director who knew he was leaving, set up the

-second-year needs assessment to include the new director and gradually

removed himself from the scene so Linda Voland could assume the leadership
-,

role. The role of the school principal, Aowever, was not as,clear.and had
L

to be resolved as the project, through technical a$sistanle, soughtz
.

continuation funcUng.
, 0

_

Understanding of project needs. Understanding of technical a$sig--.
.

tance needs, on'the part ca. project leadership and staff, appears.to

be an.important factor in the success of teckn1ca9. assistance. In most

instances in both projects;,technical assiatance was design& to teet

needs perceived to be important by project administraors and staffs, and,

ere was evidence of support for and progress in the area of assistance.

In the case of technical assistance in developlent of an advisory board for

Project Earil Start, however, the project coordinator stated at the end of

the year that this. had(not been a real project need but, rather, oni that

he believed was promoted by the funding agency (OSE) and TADS. Verir little

progressactually was made in this aspect of project development.

Staff

Project staff, many of whom are involved in technical assistawe, 0

have a definite influence on the process. Two factors we;p evident in

101
this second year of the case study.

Change in project staff. In both projects, there were key changes

- 1 1
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in project staff during the second year; in Project Early Start, in fact,

79 most of the staff were new. Initially, new staff in both projects were

unfamiliar with their roles, and thia affected and became a part of dis-

cussions during technical assistance. New _statf also were not familiar or

oriented to technical assistance, and they ielied onore experienced

colleagues to make decisions about technical assistance heeds and services.

Attitude toward technical assistance. In most instanced, the pro-
-,

ject staffs appeared supportive of technical assistance and eager to

participate. In Project Early Start, however/Helen, the project nurse,

was opposed to having an external consultant come to the project. Her

leadership during the needs 'assessment led to the selection of methods

of technical assistance other than an on-sita visit by an external
.

7-
consultant.

Summary. (

In this second year of the case study, it was evident that events

,.

occurring in a project, as(well as presenting characteristics, affect
,.

technic&
(.

assistance. These included specific events, such s changes

in leadership and staff, and on-going events, such as project develop-

ment and exposure to and experience Wtth technical assistance. This

finding suggests that studies of technical assistance should look not

only at specific characteristics of clients at the time of the study but

also at developmental, organizational, and historical factors whicfh may4

influence the Process or may provide useful information in interpreting

results.
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Question : W at Technical Assistance Provider Charact ristics

Affect Technical AssistancV

One'of the characteristiS ;that distinguishes technical assistance

as provided by TADS from other assistance processes is that an entire

agency is inVolved. To understand the characteristics of the provider

of technical assistance, it is therefore necessary to view the tech-
..,

nical assistince agency itself, the persons within the agency who'link

and arrange technical assistance (in this instance, TADS technical

assistance coordinators), and the persons who work directly with the

clients (the actual yroviders of technical ass4tance). Results for.'

this question, therefore are presented in three categories: (a) the

technical assistance agenci (TADg), (b) TADS technical assiseance

coordinators, and (c) the consultants who provided technical assistance.

0The Technical Assistance Agency
4

Two-primary aspects of the agency appeared to influence the tech-

nical assistance provided during this second year of the study:

(a) the design for technical assistance (i.e., the structure and

, philosophy within which the technical assistance alency operated); and

aik
(b) the approach taken by agency staff in their interactions with

projects.

'to

Design for technical assistance. One aspect of the design for

technical assistance lahich influences the process is the degree of

structure which governs day-to-day operations. Evidence from the cage

study indicates that there is a definite structure in the way techn cal

4
-assistance is arranged by TADS. In almost all instances, Carol an

116
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Bob, the TADS/technical assistance coordinators for Projects Early Start

and Co-Op, followed theprocedures of: (a) initial contact, (b) schedul-
.

ing of techpical assidtance, (c) Preparing the prolect and the consultant

for the technical assistance, and (d) follow-up. As a regdlt, both tech-
.

nical assistance prOviders ahd project staffs knew, at least in general,

what would be done and what to exptet as an outcome.

* There was-evidence iri(PFoject Early Stazthat the degree of stxpc-

-ture was perceived at times to be excessive. Harry Newman perceived TADS

-
process to be rigid, and he feltipressured by what he viewed as deadlines

, which, ii(not
S.

met, would reflect on his performance.

evidenc4' is presented for Project
*). C
pressured; in fact, the structure

S.

facilitate communication.

1

On thL other hand, no

Co-Op that the director or staff felt

was used in a

The type of staff may'also influence an

%

routine, fashion to

-1

, -

agency's effectiveness in

Oproviding'technical assistance. In this instance, TADS appeared to be

staffed by persons wilth noticeable Content area expertise. There were

several examples of TADS coordinators and other staff members'knowifig

the content, people, and printed resources available in, specific areas

\of need identified by client projects. TADS staff members also had

specific content area skills which were used Oeproviding direct

assistance'to the projects to meet their, needs.
S.

.ApprOaCh to technical assistance. Another source of variability

among technical assistance agencies is their approach to providing

assietance to clients (Suarez, 19804 Trohanis 1980). In these case

reports, three characteristics of the TADS approach to technical

assistance w identified.
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There were eicamples which illuAtrated that responsiveness is a
s

characteristic of TADS',approach to technical assistance. Schedules

were set and changed in response to projects' requests. Materials were

sent to projects in response to stated needs. Project staff were encour-

aged to call TADS if they had questions, concerns, Or needs for informa-

tion. Perhaps the most specific example of responsiveness was Perry '

Hargett's immediate response to questions of Project Early Start's staff

about the needs assessment.

, There was also a general tenor of supportiveness in the technical

assistance. TADS staff appeared to accept the needs of the -Projects

once th y were known and provided varied resources to meet those needs:

The resu of these efforts was described by Linda Voland, Project Co-Op

director', w1116 stated on the End-of-Year Survey that TADS had been very

supportive and helpful to her during her first year as project directo40.

Several examples in the case study indicated.that the agency was

, overtly non-directive and viewed the project staff,

consultants, as the final decisibn makers regarding

rather than TADS or

recommendations for

providing technical assistance. In almost all instances, coordinators and

consultants proyided recommendations and alternatives for consideration

by project staff, rather than using a more directive approach.

Technical Assistance Coordinators

The case reports suggest that the expertise of the TADS coordinators

and their style and approach.to their tars influenced the outcome of

technical assistance.

Expertise. Three characteristics of the technical assistance

113
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coordl.natora appeared to indicate their expert

skills, (b) knowledOe ofresOurcesi afict Icy-
-- , .

Both case reports are rich ,in their.descript

.put into their tasks by the TADS coordinators,

Both Carol an4 Bob appeared to be very

tasks. They maintained close contact with th

tually to tasks required tiemplement techni

sistent ip their effTs to schedule,.conduc

assistance. 'In\eneral, their efforts were

being quite.helpful. In some instances,.wi

this attentiveness was seen as,a form of er

(a) coordination

edge o7f the Eirojects.

of the amount of effort

-

tive td

ojects, responded punc7

assistance, and were per-

d follow-up the technicsd

eivid by the projects as

r.oject Early Start, however,

e to respond to'TADS'

needs rather than to the needs of the projec

Both, toordinators spent considerable tim nd effortestablishing

and maintaining communication among the protthe providers of technical
irof.

.

assistance, and TADS. Both Carol and Bob maaa. Oecific efforts to intro-

duce projects and technical assist4nce providers to one another, to ac-
.it

quaint each with the-background of the other, .*blarify the fign of the

project and telay -that information'to the provi4
1

project needs were accurately assessed, the e gOrts of the TADS toordinators

To,the extent that

set the stage for.the technical assistance and iiheated trie expectations
;

[

of both project staff and technical assistance ovider.

4., 4 -

Both Carol and Bob their kn ge of resource's duri44
i

.

the ratification meetings to finalize technical

jects. Both knel.; experienced and expert consUl

identified by the projects. There were also ex

ssistance for the pro-

ts in the areas of need'

pies of the knowledge of

printed resources which they sent to the proje0 as further needs emerged.
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I,t'06Uld appear from these 'case reportS that the knowledge the agency

coordinator possesses about 4 project is important tathe success of the

3technical assistance. Both TADS coordinators. familiarized themselves, with

the plans the projects were to implement by studying the.project proposals.

,In addition, Bob, the new coordinator for Project Co-Op, reviewedathe.4%

- -first year's files before he begantto work with the project ip its second,

year, and talked with Jay Arbey about the project after Jay,thad coMpleted

%> the second-year needs assessment.

Although both coordinators',were familiar with project plans, it was

not as obvious that they understood the realities of qn-site imptementa-

tion. Carol glade assumptions about the transfer of information from the

project' first-year to
A
second-year coordinato-It was evident in tne

comments of Harry Newman, the second-year co dinator, that Early Start

was treated by TADS like a second-year project hen in reality they were

starting over ai:ea first-year project. Since E y Start chose a.self-
,

%assessment that year, no direct information was avilable from a needs

assess to assist Cafoi. in underjanding the pro3 ct's actual status.

1

Coordination style. The manner in Whic

interact with the projects Affects the teChnical assistance. Both TADS

the agency coordinators

coordinators appeare be responsive to the projects. They made it known
-

that thei were available for clarification of the technical assistance or

for additional assistance. This factor was illustrated when Harry Newman

called TADS for clarification of the needs assessment process and Perry

gave the ihformation immediately. Responsiveness was also evidet in the-

scheduling of technical assist ce on the basis of project staff preferences.

TADS technical assistance coordinators were also flexible. Both

120
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coordinors demonstrated this characteristicCann., in,suggesting a

two-week extension of the date for completing the parent guide, and

Bob, In agre4ng With Linda to delay the cost'analysis,.consultation

until more_local work could.be completed in examining project costs.

Tedhnical Assistance ProViders
.v 1

'Characteristics of the providers i5f technical assistance ale:o seem

to Cluster in the categories of expertise and style or approach.

Expertise. . One of the most frequently noted characteristics of

the technical assistance providers which reflected their expertise' was '

their expCerience in the content area of the technical assistance need.

This experience allowed;the ConsUltants tO interact with projedt staffs

as pegrs and;to provide specific, concrete illuStrations and recommends-
'

tions. For example, seVeral consultants (e.g., Dave Kramer, Florence
400

Green, Norm Linden, Marti. Brown) had themselves been involved in HCEEP,
, -

projects. They knew what was expected of HCEEP projects and wpme able

to'share their'similar experiences in creating and establishing model

demonstration programs Previous experience also was used--particularly

'by Dave Kramer and Marti Brown- -to establish a relatidnship with the

project, tO illustrate concepts during the consultation, and to provide

new information in a real context.'

There were numerous examples pf the consulting skills of the*

technical assistance providers in the case study. .Consultantswere
3

often desc#ibed by project staff as good listeners. The consultahts ;.

often asked questions tAclarify the information they were ;receiving
4

or providing. They provided encouragement to project staff to
0

t.
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participate in the technical assistance and. their ideas and con-

'cerns. Finally, most consultants used gentl rection to guide the

consultation and keep attentilon foCused on t ask. .

e'
--

*Knowledge of TADS and of the technical istance Process apPeared

'enhance service. In Early Start, as pa±t s explanation of the con-

sultatior4 Dave told Bill Roland about TADS hd its

development. In later conversations with-

role in project.

y, Dave.was able to clakifir

4leeds statements contained in the Memorandi*Of Agreement and thereby r
tablish clearer eXpectations for the conSU1*ation. The'needs assessment

for Co-Op Was completed more quickly be6A641,WJay,knew'the process and
,

the Possibilities and limits of techni

Knowled§e of the projects also" apprga

project needs. Jay Arbey and Travis

ject Co-Op, for example This knowleage its used by Jay to taildr the.

istance

to help'cgpsultants meet

were very familiarcith:Fro-

411.

,1

needs assessment to the project and by T ifis to tailor the content to be

presented and to pick up where the prior

had received informatidn about $

him*to tailor his assistance to projedt,teds

. :

Kramer

sultant had stopped. Dave.

ly Start from Carol which enabled

project easily.

Consulting style. Two Character'

and laeer to enter the

cs were evident in the consulting'

styles used by technical assistance p iders i the case study:

(a) interpersonal skills, and (b) iaiLity.
;

Cohs3iliants' interpersonalsk*

tance in quite,a few instances.

being positive ant/or,supportive

Both Florence and Norm were posi

: emed important to technical assis-
, ,

qWeie Several examples of consultants

ir interactidhs with project staff.

their comments'regarding the

°
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quality and usefulness of Project Early Start's parent/infant activity
-

(wide and in their recoMmendations. Florence strongly encouraged the

project to disseminate the guide to the field. Daring on-site consulta-

tions, Jay and.Marti were described as being supportive of the project'

staff, who were complimentary of their efforts.

Empathy also appeared to be an important characteristic. Empathy

refers to the Ability to determine and consider, during,technical assis-

- tance, a knowledge of the projects, the real way they functioned, and the

needs and feelings of project staff. For example, Dave recognized and

was very considerate of the administrative structure of Project Early

Start. He sent copies ct his report.on continuation funding`to both Harry

NewMan, project coordinator, and Bill.Roland, project director and school

superintendent. Dave appeared to understand Harry's administrative role

and its limitations, and he worked with Harry on topics that could-then

. be.presented by Harry tb Bill. Dave also made recommendations that would

meet both the project's.and Harry's needs and thAt would be feasible,

given the limits on Harry's time. In Project Co-Op,'Jay-Arbey demon-

strated empathy when he showed sensitivity to the feelings of project-

staff during the .needs assessment. He asked staff members in individual

meetings if, he could report their comments to thegroup,"then he apked

again during the'group Meetings before he disclosed staff members'

comments.

The positive attitude and enthusiasm exhibited by consultants toward

\projects and their staffs appeared to enhance establishment of positive

4

interpersonal relationships. Of particular note in the case reports

was. the consultants' interest in the efforta.the project staffs were
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underiaking. In Project Early Start, for example, Dave Kramer was eager

to return for a second visit and,at the conclusion of the second,visit

asked tp receive continued progress reports from Harry. Florence asked.

Harry to send her a copy of the activity guide when it was completed.-

Hursel Conway expressed an interest in learning of Project Co-Op's

decision about JDRP. All three consultants were positively received

f by the project staff members with whom they worked.

Flexibility was another characteristic of consultants which was

appreciated by project staffs. Harry believed that Dave'e flexibility

had been a valuable contribution to the.success of the consultation.

Both Marti Brown and Travis Morgan changed their agendas when they

arrived at the project site and examined the project's needs more

closeIY. The subsequent technical assistance was therefore more

relevant to the needs of the project at the time, and project staff

were able to take advantage of the particular knowledge and skills of

the consultant.-

Summary

The major characteristics of the technical assistance agency,

coordinators, and providers which appeared to influence the technical

assistancejTocess did not change a great deal from .those identified

in the first year of the study. Instead, the added focus on this

question during the second year provided more detail. Specifi

characteristics of the design for technical assistance, for example,

were identified. Specific coordinating and consulting skills were

made more obvious. For studies of technical assistance,-these results
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suggest that in-depth investigations of specific characteristics can

help to identify component parts and dermine which specific behaviors

or attributes are critical, instrumental, and/Or insignificant to the

process.'

,
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Question 3: What Characteristids of the Technical

Assistance Events Themselves Influence

the Assistance?

Technical assistance events or services can be viewed as a series

of activities leading to and including the actual encounter between the

technical assistance provider and the client.' For this analysis, the

activities and characteristics 6f technical assistance events which

influenced the process are divided into 'six categories: (a) initial

contact/entry, (b) identification of needs, (c) design of the techni-

cal assistance, (d) preparation for the technical assistance,

(e.) the actual technical assistance event, and (4) follow-up.

Initial Contact/Entry

The initial contact with a client or entry into the client system

can influence the remainder of interactions between the technical

assistance agency and the client. It is, therefore, a critically

-important phase in the process. For the second year of this case study,

*two aspects of the initial contact appeared to be important.

Face-to-face contact. In Project Early Start, the TADS coordi-

nator and project coordinator attempted but were unable to carry out a

personal meeting. -All of thir interactiohs took place by phone and

mail. This caused both Carol and Harry to feel that each lacked

understanding of the other and the other's role. Harry thought there

had not been an opportunity for in-depth communication regarding what-

was going on in the project; his perception of Carol as a stranger

limited what he Oas willing to share. Carol, on the other hand,

-A
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encouraged the use of technical assistance and was disappointed when Harry

did not take advantage of her willingness to provide additional resources.

These attitudes persisted throughout the year and seemed to lead to several

misunderstandings which served to increase the distance between the two.

On the other hand, linda Voland and Bob Mitchell did not meet during.Year
N\

Two, but the case report does nbt give any evidence that this presented a

problem for either of them °

Orientation to TADS and its procedures. Nnowing what to expect of

technical assistance and how to use it.appears to influence its success.

The effect of orientation to technical assistance was particularly notice-;

able in Project Earfy Start. Harry stated it wecl:

The needs assessment.is the liasis of most of the technical assistance
a project receives. Our project needed a more thorough orientation
to TADS and the needs assessment and this lack of knowledge adversely
affected not only the needs assessment but the rept of the technical
assistance received.

Here again, Project Co-Op provides a contrast. As Jay Arbey conducted the

needs assessment, he was able to provide an informal orientation to TADS

as he identified needs and describecAADS purposes and resdlircei.

Identification of Needs

Obviouply, the technical assistance needs that are identified have

influence upon.the process. During this second year, the importance of the

need to the client.seemed to influence the project staff's attitude and

enthusiasm for wOrk in an identified area. For example, the coordinator

and staff of Project Early S'tart identified the developmentof_a written

policy for their adyj.tory.board as their third priority need, and technical

assistance was desi d and provided to meet this need. Yeti Harry's

12r
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reaction was one of puzzlement at the emphasis on this topic during the

technical assistance event. At the end of the year, he explained that.

the advisory board had been created to fulfill a federal requirement and

was not a high priority for the project.

Design of Technical Assistance

Several factors seewed to influence the specific details or design

of the technical assistance provided to the projects. to
Project staff's attitude toward types of technical assiaahce.

Project staff often are primary Participants in designing the technical

assistance they receive from TADS. The attitude of sta4 regarding on-

site, off-site, or printed material assistance has, as a consequence,

, bearing on the type of techniCal assistance selected. Por example, in

Project Early Start, Helen and Jill wanted to receiVe feedback from staff

persons of other HCEEP projects on the products they were preparing for

dissemination. On the basis of Helen's eValuation of the previous year's

technical assistance, they did not want on-site consultation. As a

result, an external review and critique through the mail waqcselected as

the type of technical assistancdito meet the project's need.

Match of providers with clients., In both projects, consultants were

selected on the basis Of their success in acquiring'continuation funds and

the similarity of their proje6ts to Projects Early Start and Co-Op.

both cases, the provideri were able to establish a credible relationship-

with.the projects and provide'new information through examples from their

own work.
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Scheduling or timing of technical assidtance. Several examples from

the case study illustrate theiinfluence of the timing of a technical

assistance event. hs provided by TADS, the technical assistance cycle,

4(i. needs assessment to Services) covers a one-year time span. Because

of differences in funding start-up dates, the time span is actually nine

months, from October (the start-up date for TADS) through JUne (the ending

date for HCEEP projects). In Project Early Start, the self-administered

needs assessment was scheduled 'somewhat late in the year (January); yet

4 this was only shortly after new staff had begun to work. In retrospect,

Harry believed the assessment had come too early, before staff had acquired

experience, knowledge, and confidence. It also had resulted in setting

unrealistic deadlines for other technical assistance such as developing

the activity.guide. As a result, Harry thought that in trying to meet

TADS timelines-he had to accomplish twelve months' work in six months. The

staff of Project Co-Op also believed that technical assistance was Cord-

pressed into too brief a time span (mid-February to mid-June). They

thought, however, at an-earlier neeas asseSsment would have been helpful.

This view is an interesting contrast to the same project's view In its lirst

year, that the needs assessment had been too early.
.40

TADS' knowledge of the cli nt's situation. The circumstances at the

project site have implicatigOr or the type of assistance required to meet

the,needs of the assisting agency and the client. The knowledge.that an

agency possesses about the client is, therefore, related to the agency's

ability to select appropriate technical aSsistance activities. Carol, the

'TADS coordinator for ProjectEarly Start, realized this at the end of the
*

year. She stated tbat had she known the rtal situation at Project Early ,

1 2 9
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Start, she would have recommended a delay in scheduling and perhaps an

on-site rather.than self-administered needs assessment.

Preparation for Technical 1ssistance

The cases in this study illustrated the impOrtance of preilaration

for technical assistance by both the client and the provider.

Preparation by the client. Before Dave Kramer visited Project Early

Start, Harry read Dave's manual on advisory boards. This made it easier

for Dave to direct the consultation. However, when Dave returned, Harry

stated there.had not been an opportunity to discuss Dave's recommendations

with Bill and he did not bdlieve Billchad read Dave's report. As a result,

little progress was Made in plans for continuation funding during the time

described in the case report.

Preparation by the technical assistance provider. TADS staff members

Travis Morgan and Jay Arbey both believed their advance knowledge of the

project, acquired from preparation and direct experience, was an advantage

in their consultation. Jay particularly believed his advance knowledge

would prevent some of the difficulties experienced in'the project's first- .

year needs assessment. From the project's perspective, Harry thought°

Dave Kramer'spreparation resulted,in recommendations which were tailoredo

tcii, Meet both the prOject's and Harry's needs.

The Technical Assistance Event

Several aspects of the technical assistance as it actually occurred

seemed to have an influence on the process.
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Client involvement. It is logical to assume that client involvement

in technical assistance activities which affect the client 1)roject or its

work is necessary to the success of technical asSistance. Examples from

the case study support this assumption. For the needs assessment at

Project *arly Start, substitute teachers were hired,for the first day so

the entire project staff could be involved in the needs assessment but.

they were not hired for the second day.. Harry thought he could have done

a better job of summarizing needs if tile entire staff had been present on,

the second day. n both projects, continuation funding as the s'ubject of

technical assistance was dependent on the administrators of the fiscal

agency rather than of the project. In order for technical assistance tc
.14

be Successful on this topic, representatiVes'of the agency administration

need to be involved, and were, jai both cases.

Consultant participation in-project activities. There were few

examples'of technical assistance providers becoming directly involved in

project activities. One instance in Project Co-Op, however, illustrated

the impact that such participation can h'aite. During's discussion following'

Marti Brown's presentation at an advisory board meeting, it was discovered

that there were state funds which might be used for continuation. Marti
111

c)

relayed this possibility to two school system administratorS, Arthur

'Andrews and Jean Seilers,Fthe next day. This was new inf8rmation for both
..

Of them, and although the informalion might have emerged in any case, it

appears that Marti's participation in the advisory board meeting prompted

the exchange of information.

Provision of projeciApecific suggestions. It truld appear from these
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cases that the benefit of new ideas or suggestidns from an external cop-

sultant is enhanced if the ideas are specific and directly applicable to

the.project and the plans it is- attempting to implement. For example,

Harry found Florence Green's specific recommendations r the activity

guide to be especially usefill, but he found the recommendations of'Norm

Linden too general to be very helpful.

The case reports on both projects contain examples of specific

recommendations, made by consultants, which were put into action and

proved valuable to projects. In Co-Op, Terry Price's recommendations and

formats for data summarization were found to work well. The advisory

board was ekpanded and attempts were made to turn some project activities

over to the school-system on the specific recommend tions of Marti Brown

and Travis Morgan. In Early Start, public relations activities wer0

undertaken and the school's governing board was informea of project

activities on the recommendation of Dave KraMer:
c.

1.

Not all consultants' recommendations were followed. In Early Start,

furthex public relations activities were cancelled due to time limita-

tions. Because of school pol"es and proceaures, many suggestions for

continuation funding we not used. In this'instance, the suggestions

made by the consultant were specific but they did not coincide with the

philosophy or realities of.the agency.

Flexibility. There are several examples tn the two cases of-how

flexibility in technical assistance allowed projects tto meet needs moke

effectively. In Co-Op, Linda Voland suggested a change'in agenda to,

permit the sta'ff to learn more about the project Marti Brown had directed.

The date of the consultation on cost analysis was changed tO allow more

-°132
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time between it and the consultation on continliation fu ding. Travis

4 , .Morgan altered hii agerda when he began workingHwith the project to'pro-
.

,vide a better transition from the informationArti Brown provided to the

current needs of the project. On the other hend4 Harry Newman, at Project

' Early Start, did not deviate from the procedures for conducting'a needs

assessment, and he ieported that as a result heend the staff seemed to be

accommodeting,the process rather than searchingfor their awn needs.'

Clarity of materials. lt appears that cletity/is an important concern
-

when technical assistance is provided througile s6t of selfinstructional

materials. During the self7assessment, Harry and his staff at Project

Early Start were unable to develop technical aSsistance objectives.based, on

the information'in the needs assessment manual. They were able to clear up
Se.

the situation with a telephone call to TADS but they believe4 bore

exaMples in the manual would have helped them_avoid the probleM.

Follow-Up

Another, final activity in the technical assistance process, follow-
.

up, would seem to be a necessary addition to cemplete the list. There

were examples of follow-up in both cases. TADS coordinators Itacted

the projects after services were provided.and;materials, reports, and

recommendations had been received by the projects. There was, however, no

information on how or whether projects red the-information they received..

Future Studies of technical assistance would benefit from a more in-dep h

ok at this activity,to determine its influence on the success of

techn 1 assistance and its impact on future services.

1 3
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Summary

The increased emphasis on question three regarding the,actual

a

technical assistance events during Year TO) ptovided greater detail than

13.5

was available from the Arst-year case reports. Ag a result, it became

possible this year to define the sequence of actions which comprise a

TADS technical assistance event or activity. The detail also pkovided
1

,indications of-characteristics or events which may affect each stage In

the process. This information shOuld provideba basigfor studies of

the technical assistance process in comparison with other processes of'

organizationaOlintervention and further guidance for more in-depth

studies of the techniCal .ssistance piocess itself.

OW,
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Questiori : What Are the Outcomes, Effects, and/or

Impacts of Technical Assistance?

The three previous question& addressed characteristics, actions

or factors which influenced the technical assistance process. This last

question is somewhat different in that it focuses on'the consequences or

results of-the characteristics add actions which together comprise tip

technical assistance. For this second year of the case study, the

results appear to cluster in the same categories as those of the first

year: (a) administration, (b) staff, (0 communication, (d) locus for

activities, and (e) program operation.

Administration

Technical assistance appeared to result in two outcomes relative

to administration: (a) administrative practices and (b) fiscal agency

participation in the project.

Administrative practices. In assistakbe designed to enhance pro-

gram development, such as that provided by TADS to HCEEP prc6ects, the

1101
focus is on identifying and planning new better ways to accomplish

project objectives. For both project In the case study, the End of Year

Survey indicated that technical assistance helped to,provide more struc-

ture for administrative activities. ,This mas particularly true in areas

such as documentation and record keeping.

Fiscal agency participation in the project.' The support of the

fiscal agency,for a project is an important ingredient in the project's

success. Support in the,.form of direct participation is paiticularly

vital when fiscal agency action is necessary to the accomp ishment of
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project goals. Th. rOumstahde existed foi both projects in the case*4:k

study. For Early Startv the i44hool superintentendent, Bill Roland, was

an active participant in the cOnsultation on advisory boards and continu-
o'

ation funding, bdth areas in which his participation was necessary. At

ProjectC0-0p, Eloise Jacobs, the school principal, aean Sellers, a

s400l administrative staff member, pd Arthur Andrews, an assistant

-
superintendent of schools, were involved in technical assistance activi-

ties, particularly those related to continuation funding in which'they

had active roles and responsibiiities. In both projects, there were

indicati6ns of follow-up activity byand/or with the fiscal agency
it-

administrators in the content area of the technical assistance.

Fiscal agency administrators' participation in technical assis-

tance was not always viewed pcisitively. Harry indicated some negative

impacts df technical assistance in Project Early Start due to the
-

amount of time the visits from external TADS-sponsored consultants

en frot Bill Roland's bu'sy schedule.

Staff-
A

There was evidence in the case reports-that technical assistance

affectedstaff roles and staff metbers' knowledge and attitUde or Morale,

Roles/responsibilities. In both,projects, the roles and,responsi-
,'

bil4ties of new staff members were somewhat unclear, at the beginning

of the year. For Project Co70p, the heeds assessment provided an

oppOrtilnity.t0:identify and clarify these uncertainties. As-the entire

project Was rsviewed staff members became aware of the many gCtivities

the project was engaged in, and they volunteered to increase their
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own roles and responsibilities to insure the project's success. The

same process had an oppbsite effect at Project Early Staff where almost

all staff were new. At the end of the year, Harry indicated that the

needs assessment was conducted too early with an inexperienced staff.

SoMe uncertainty and ambiguity about staff roles.and responsibilities

resulted which required clarification later.

°Knowledge/awareness/understanding. There are several indications

thatthe staffs of both projects gained new know3pdge as a result of

technical assistance. In Project Early Start, Harry identified new

ideas on funding and advisory board, new sources of funding,/ and a

better understanding of the continuation funding process as the results

of technical assistance. In Project Co-Op, members of,the staff gained

knowledge of the JDRP process, and Linda reported positive impacts of

technical.assistance in general in the area of increased staff aware-

ness. Perhaps the most dramatic:example was Linda's comment that she

would not have known to ask for specifiotypes of information4egarding

costs without the techniáal assistance she received from TADS. Another

dramatic example was the news Marti Brown brought to Arthur-Andrews and

Jean Sellers,regarding the possibility of state funds for continuation.

Attitude/morale. It is not surprising that assistance in develop-
,

ing a 'program produces effects on the attitudes and morale of those who .

are responsible for making the program work. In Project Early Start,

Harry indicated that technical assistance, particularly the needs

asSessment, had both positive and negative impacts on the feelings of

. the staff. Where accomplishment and progress were obvious, confidence
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And morale were enhanced; where the reverse occurred, confidence

declined.

Communication

As an interactive and participative process, technical assistance

quite naturally affects communication. In several instances in these

cabes, technical assistance appeared to create or provide the impetusafor discussions Which were needed by the projects. In Project CO-Op,

for example, the needs assessment was described as providing.the first

.
opportunity for the staff and director, many of whom Were new,.to

discuss the entire scope of the project. In Project:Early Start,

Harry indicated that the discussions he had with consultants were

quite valuable. They provided an opportunity to explarenew rdeas and

review, analyze, and suggest strategies forimplementing a search for

continuation funding and developing a public relations program. The

discussions which occurred during technical assistance were said to have

)'

led to further internal 'communication regarding the public relations

program. A

Focus for Activities

Providing a.focus for program develotment, as an outcome of

. tebhnical assistance; was evident in the conceptualization of ideas

and actions and actual planning that took place during the technical

assistance.
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Conceptualization: Some examples from Project Co-Op suggest that

. technical assistance was helpful in conceptualizing or structuring both

project thinking and activities. The consultation on JDRP resulted in

the formulation of spedific questions to be analyzed and answered in

order to provide the rationale fOr.cOntinuing to seek JDRP approval.

Ken stated that the JDRP.consultation structured his thinking and

activities as he reviewed the project's end-of-year data.

Developmentof plans. Since technical assistance is a brief and

intermittent activity, it is a proceSs that cannot assume responsibility

'for carrying out client activities. Instead, it often best serves its

purpose bx helping staff members clarify what-they wish to do and

develop plans of actions that they can carry out. Technical assistance

Was described'in both Project Co-Op And ProjeCt Early Start as having

resulted in,the development of plans. At Project Early Start, plans

were made for the development,and use of'the advisory board and for

seeking continuation funding. At Project Co-Op, plans were developed

for attaining continuation funding and providing project costs.

Prograp Operation

Although technical assistance cannot assume'rdsponsibility for

program operation, it can have/impact or influence what happens in

a project. Evidence from the case study relkted to program operation'

illustrates the presence of previously initiated technical assistance

activities, the initiation of new activities or procedures, and the

development of specific items, in this instance products.
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Continuation of previously initiated activities. One indication of

the success of technical assistance is the extent to which it initiates

4
plans and actions that are later carried out: In both projects, there

was evidence of technical assistance which had occurred in the previous

year. In Project Co-Op, for exampie, the director and staff began an

'in-depth exploration of the JDRP process, a desire and concern which

surfaced during technical assistance in the first year. In its second

year, Project Sarly Start was following the staff development plan

which had been developed the previous year with assistance from TADS.

Not all technical assistance-initiated activities are'continued.

Sbme terminate bedause the work is completed; others seem to be termi-

nated as a result,of the technical assistance itself or because of

unanticipated events at the project. In these two projects, the last

of these reasons-appeared to be most obvidus. In Project Early

kart, an,assessment instrument developed by the first-year project

staff was considered by the new staff in the second year to be

/ inippropriate for the project. Public relations activities planned

during technical assistance in the first year were dropped due to lack

of time. 11'n Ptoject Co-Op, a plahnedraction (i.e. having the school

A

system assume financial responSibility for the infant program) was

put aside for a while because it was not feasible at'that time.

Initiation of new activities/procedures. 'There were several

,examples of technical assistance which resulted in new activities or

procedures. Harry and Bill, of Project Early Start, indicated that

public relations activities had been started and positive changes had

occurred in the operation of the school's board of directors. Impacts
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of technical assistance wore also noted in the development and use

of the project's advisory board. Ii Project go-4:11p, the project'a

advisory council was enlarged as a result of technical assistance.

Several persons were identified as members of a *ask force on continu-

ation funding--a recommendation made by Travis Morgan. In response

to a recommendation made during technical assistance, Linda Voland,

was looXing for ways-to obtain school system support for the infant

program during its third year.

UevelOpment of Products

As demonstration projects mature, they begin to plan for dissemi-

nation and'aemonstration activities by developing materials that may be

shared with others. In Project Early Sart, the staff,developed a

parent/infant activity guide. Critiques from TADS consultants were

favorably received and were said to have contributed to and bad impact

on development of the guide.

Summary:

Technical assistance in thig eecond year of the case study appeared

to be focused or concentrated more on specific areas, such,as continua-

tion funding, or specific activities, such as developing a product. As

a result, the outcomes of the absistance were more concentrated than

they had been in the first year.
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Summary

In this, the second year of the case study,.findings of the first

Year were reaffirmed and new findings emerged. -In general, the major

categories in which findings seemed to fall in Year One were reaffirmed.

to understand the characteristics of clients as they relate to*technical

assistance, it seems necessary to know something about the client's

prOgram itself and'the setting in whichit'operates, the administration

of the program, and the staff. Portraits of technical assistance pro-

viders do not appear to be complete without descriptions of the providing

agendy, the'persons within the agency who orchestrate the technical

assistance process, and the persons who actually provide the technical

assistance. This year, added detail regarding technical assistance

services led to the specific0 ati n g,stages in the technical assistance

process from initial contact and e'bJ into tile client system to follow..

up or termination. Outcomë again ere found in administration and

.staff, interactions among staff members, and program development.

The decision to emphasize different questions during each'year of

the study appears to have been a good one. Considerable detail was

provided about client characteristice which affect the technical assis-a

tance process in the first year (see Behr et al.,1981). In this second

year, additional detail was provided regarding the technical assistance

'providers and the technical assistance events themselves (Figure 11.

Concentration on outcomes or impacts in the third year of the case

will, it is hoped, provide the detail in this area to permit a compre-
r

hensive and specific list of factors which influence the process of

technical asbistance.
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CLIENT CHARACTERISTICS
PROVIDER CHARACTERISTI S

Project and Personnel TA Agency Coordinators Consultants

Overall Project

Major disruptions
Developmental status
Autonomy

Administration

Leadership changes

Role/responsibility
differentiation

Awareness of needs

Staff

Changes in staff
/composition

'.,Attitude toward
TA

Design for TA

Degree of structure
Type of staff

Approach to TA

Responsive
Supportive
Non-directive

Coordination skills

Attention to tasks
Establish and maintain
-communication Illener-4
project, agency, and
consultants

Knowledge of'resources
Knowledge of project

Coordination sty e

4Responsive
Flexible

a

Figure 1. Summary of the case study findings for. Year
rather, tentative findings_that should be subjected to futu

Expertise,

Experience in the area
of TA need

Gonsulting skills

Listening
Cl rifying
Eiccouraging
Gentle directing

Knowledge 'of TA agency
and process

Knowledge of project

Consulting style

Interpersonal skills
Positive/supportive
Empathic

Attitude/enthusiasm
toward project

Flexibility

o. These are not generalizable results but,
investigation to determine their.validity.
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TA EVENT CHARACTERISTICS
OUTCOMES/IMPACTS

Initial contact/entry

Face -to -face'contact

Orientation te. TADS d its procedures

Identfication Of needs

Importance to client

Design 9f TA

Client attitude toward type of TA
Match of TA providers with 9gents
Scheduling/timing of TA
TADS' knowledge of client's situation

Preparation for TA

Preparation,by client
Preparation by provider

Actual TA

'Client involvement

Consultant's participation in
project activities

ProVision of project-specific suggestions
Flexibility
Clarity of materials

Follow-Up

Administration

Administrative pratices
Fiscal agency partAipation in the project-

k

St;f

Roles/responsibilities

Knowledge/awareness/understanding
Attitude/morale

Communication

1
Focus for activities

Conceptualization
Development of plans

S.

Program operation

Continuation of previbusly initiated TA
activities

Initiation of new activities/procpdures
Development of products

Figure I (continued). Summary of the tase study findings fdr Year 2.
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